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Sets of orthogonal polynomials are bases for polynomial spaces \( \mathbb{P}_n \). As a result, polynomials can be expressed in coefficients relative to a particular family of orthogonal polynomials. The connection problem refers to the task of converting from coefficients in one of these bases to coefficients in another. The entries of the matrix that applies such a change of basis, known as the connection coefficients, are well-known values that can be computed via direct computation or matrix inversion; however this can be computationally expensive. Thus their accurate and efficient computation is a relevant topic of research in numerical linear algebra, and can be found in the current literature.

The two manuscripts included in this thesis address the connection problem. In the first manuscript, a connection within the classical real orthogonal polynomials of a single parameter (Hermite, Laguerre, and Gegenbauer) is discussed. The spectral connection matrix related to a connection matrix is defined. It is also shown that this spectral connection matrix in each case within the single-parameter classical families is quasiseparable, with specific generators provided. Additionally this manuscript proposes an algorithm that efficiently computes the desired connection matrix given the generators of its corresponding spectral connection matrix.

The second manuscript dramatically generalizes the result of the first. It addresses the structure of the spectral connection matrix associated with a much broader group of connections. The target family is allowed to be any of the classical types, including Jacobi. The source family is allowed to be any of the classical types or Bessel, which is not considered classical here. In these cases it is shown that once again the spectral connection matrix is quasiseparable, and specific generators are provided. The algorithm from the first manuscript allows for the efficient
computation of the desired connection matrix given the generators of the associated spectral connection matrix.

The appendix at the conclusion provides some details for the reader’s reference. It begins with a review of orthogonal polynomials, and highlights the classical types. It then provides a review of some basic linear algebra concepts that are relevant to the manuscripts, and concludes with a survey of quasiseparable matrices. The appendix also references research activity in the field.
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PREFACE

This thesis is in the manuscript format. It contains two manuscripts and one introductory appendix. The thesis and each manuscript were compiled under the supervision of advisor Dr. Tom Bella.

Manuscript 1 is entitled “The spectral connection matrix for classical orthogonal polynomials of a single parameter”. Thesis advisor Dr. Tom Bella is coauthor. It was published in Linear Algebra and Its Applications in 2014.

Manuscript 2 is entitled “The spectral connection matrix for any change of basis within the classical real orthogonal polynomials”. Thesis advisor Dr. Tom Bella is coauthor. It has been submitted for publication to Mathematics, special issue on ”New Trends in Applications of Orthogonal Polynomials and Special Functions”.
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MANUSCRIPT 1

The spectral connection matrix for classical orthogonal polynomials of a single parameter

by Jenna Reis and Tom Bella

Publication Status: Published

Linear Algebra and Its Applications

Abstract

In this paper we study the so-called connection problem of, given a polynomial expressed in the basis of one set of orthogonal polynomials, computing the coefficients with respect to a different set of orthogonal polynomials. We restrict our current study to the classical real orthogonal polynomials of the Hermite, Laguerre, and Gegenbauer (including Legendre) families.

The computational tool for this work is the class of quasiseparable matrices. While the relationships between orthogonal polynomials and rank-structured matrices such as quasiseparable matrices are very well-known, in this paper we investigate a more recently considered relationship. We prove that, while the connection matrix that implements the desired connection is not itself quasiseparable, it is an eigenvector matrix of one that is quasiseparable. We suggest to refer to this structured matrix as the spectral connection matrix.

Finally, we present a simple algorithm exploiting the computationally favorable properties of quasiseparable matrices to implement the desired change of basis. By exploiting the quasiseparable structure, this algorithm enjoys an order of magnitude reduction of complexity as compared to the simple method of inverting the connection matrix directly. While not the focus of the paper, some very preliminary numerical experimentation shows some positive indications that even with this reduction in complexity the accuracy of the resulting change of basis algorithm is comparable to that of inverting the connection matrix directly.

1.1 Introduction

Let \( \{P_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{\infty} \) be a sequence of real-valued polynomials, with \( \deg(P_k(x)) = k \), and let \( w(x) \) be a non-negative real-valued weight function on some interval \([a,b]\). Then \( \{P_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{\infty} \) is said to be orthogonal with respect to the weight function \( w(x) \) on \([a,b]\) if for each \( j \neq k \), \( \langle P_k, P_j \rangle = \int_a^b P_k(x)P_j(x)w(x) \, dx = 0 \). The
expansions of polynomials in bases of such orthogonal polynomials are of interest in mathematics, among many other uses of orthogonal polynomials. In this paper we will be concerned specifically with the Hermite, Laguerre, and Gegenbauer families, which are classical real orthogonal polynomials defined by (at most) a single parameter. While the Gegenbauer families compose the subset of Jacobi polynomials with two equal parameters, it should be noted that the general Jacobi case is not considered here, as in general Jacobi polynomials are described by two parameters, namely $\alpha$ and $\beta$ describing the weight function $w(x) = (1-x)^\alpha (1+x)^\beta$. Extensions to include this and other cases are the topic of forthcoming work.

The classical orthogonal polynomials are useful in applications too numerous to include a full list, but notably include Gaussian quadrature [15], random matrix theory [13], fluid dynamics [29], and computations in quantum mechanics [32]; for a longer attempt at listing applications, see [24].

We consider the problem of, given constants $\{a_k\}$ and orthogonal polynomials $\{P_k\}$ and $\{Q_k\}$, computing constants $\{b_k\}$ such that $\sum a_k P_k = \sum b_k Q_k$. We’ll refer to this as the connection problem, and further distinguish between the cases where $\{P_k\}$ and $\{Q_k\}$ belong to the same family of orthogonal polynomials (both are Gegenbauer for different values of the defining parameter, etc.) and where they do not. The simpler former case can be considered as a change of parameter, while the latter involves changing between different families of orthogonal polynomials. In this paper we restrict attention to the connection problem within and between the classical real orthogonal polynomials defined by a single parameter, listed above. The connection problem appears in areas such as harmonic analysis [38], mathematical physics [3], combinatorics [35], etc. There has been particular interest in the positivity of connection coefficients as well [14, 36, 37, 40].

It is obvious that the connection problem can be solved by determining the
entries of a suitable connection matrix. While the recurrence relations satisfied by real orthogonal polynomials may seem to reduce the computational complexity of this approach, inversion at a cost of $O(n^3)$ operations is still required. The entries of this connection matrix itself, commonly called the connection coefficients, also have applications in pure mathematics, applied mathematics, and physics, as is studied in [2, 3, 14, 35, 37].

The connection problem has been addressed extensively in the literature. For example, in 2013 Maroni and da Rocha [23] applied useful identities of orthogonal polynomials to produce a recurrence relation for connection coefficients. In [22] this work was developed in Mathematica. Other work on the connection problem can be found in [12, 21, 33, 34].

Special cases of applying connection coefficients within the classical orthogonal polynomials have also been developed, such as in [1, 18, 20, 30].

Currently, perhaps the most complete solution to the connection problem within the classical real orthogonal polynomials comes from [16]. In it the authors applied the approach of [31] to the special case of classical families. They describe how the careful application of orthogonal polynomial identities can lead to a series of recurrence relations that generate the desired connection coefficients. The article, however, does not specifically address each connection case among the Hermite, Laguerre, and Gegenbauer families, but rather presents a general framework, requiring derivations for specific cases, which are left largely to the reader.

Another more recent approach to the connection problem has involved the use of rank structured matrices [17, 25, 27]. Although their traditional connection to orthogonal polynomials has been as moment matrices or recurrence matrices, alternative links have also been made recently, which have contributed to the connection problem. In 1991 Alpert and Rokhlin [1] addressed the connection prob-
lem between Legendre and Chebyshev polynomials. Later Keiner made significant progress in solving the change–of–parameter connection problem within the classical real orthogonal polynomials in [19] and [20] by exploiting the rank structure of a matrix that features the connection coefficients as an eigenvector matrix. While the progress made was significant, Keiner addresses only the connection problem as a change of parameter within the Jacobi polynomials or within the Laguerre polynomials.

Here we extend this recent work to include the connections among any families from Hermite, Laguerre, and Gegenbauer, such as Gegenbauer to Laguerre or Laguerre to Hermite. This is done by deriving algorithms based on a different class of rank–structured matrices known as quasiseparable matrices. Relationships between quasiseparable and other rank–structured matrices and orthogonal polynomials are numerous (see, for instance, [5, 26, 28] and the references therein). In particular it is this class of matrices that will allow us to extend the approach of Keiner on a broader scale, between the Hermite, Laguerre, and Gegenbauer families.

The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we collect some well–known results about the classes of orthogonal polynomials considered, for the reader’s convenience. Next, Section 3 introduces the class of quasiseparable matrices, the main computational tool of our algorithm. While the connection matrix is not itself quasiseparable, we show that it is a scaled eigenvector matrix of a known (and easily computable) quasiseparable matrix, which we suggest to call the spectral connection matrix. This is shown in Section 4, and explicit expressions for the generators are given in Section 5. Implementation details and numerical experiments are given in Sections 6 and 7, respectively, and some conclusions are offered in the final section.
1.2 Orthogonal Polynomials

In this section we collect some useful information about these classical orthogonal polynomials for the reader’s reference. Let $P = \{P_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{n}$ and $Q = \{Q_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{n}$ satisfying $\text{deg}(P_k) = \text{deg}(Q_k) = k$ be two bases for $\mathbb{P}_n$, the space of polynomials of degree at most $n$. Given a polynomial $p(x) = \sum_{k=0}^{n} a_k P_k(x)$, we seek to compute $\{b_k\}_{k=0}^{n}$ such that $p(x) = \sum_{k=0}^{n} b_k Q_k(x)$. In general, the computation of these $b_k$ coefficients directly in the obvious way is computationally expensive, requiring $O(n^3)$ operations in general. If $P$ and $Q$ are sets of real orthogonal polynomials (orthogonal with respect to two inner products on $\mathbb{P}_n$, $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle_P$ and $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle_Q$, respectively), it is known that $[b_0 \cdots b_n]^T = \Phi[a_0 \cdots a_n]^T$, where $\Phi$ is given by

$$
\Phi = (\phi_{i,j})_{i,j=0}^{n} \text{ such that } \phi_{i,j} = \frac{\langle P_i, Q_j \rangle_Q}{\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q}.
$$

As each inner product requires integration with respect to an arbitrary weight function, this $\Phi$ is nontrivial to compute. In this paper we consider the cases of the above problem in which $P$ and $Q$ are single-parameter classical orthogonal polynomials of the Hermite, Laguerre, and Gegenbauer types. While there exist various normalizations of these polynomials that are useful in various contexts, in this paper we consider the monic normalization only.

**Definition 1.2.1.** The (monic) Hermite polynomials $\{H_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{\infty}$ form a sequence of polynomials orthogonal with respect to $w(x) = e^{-x^2}$ on the interval $(-\infty, \infty)$. They are given by the following recurrence relation:

$$
H_{-1}(x) := 0, \quad H_0(x) := 1, \quad \text{and} \quad H_{k+1}(x) := xH_k(x) - \frac{k}{2} H_{k-1}(x) \quad \text{for } k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots
$$

Each $H_k$ is an eigenfunction of the differential operator

$$
\mathcal{D}^H = -\frac{d^2}{dx^2} + 2x \frac{d}{dx}
$$

corresponding to eigenvalue $2k$. 
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Definition 1.2.2. The (monic) Laguerre polynomials corresponding to fixed parameter \( \gamma > -1 \), denoted \( \{L_k^{(\gamma)}(x)\}_{k=0}^{\infty} \), form a sequence of polynomials orthogonal with respect to \( w(x) = x^{\gamma}e^{-x} \) on the interval \([0, \infty)\). They are given by the following recurrence relation:

\[
L_{-1}^{(\gamma)}(x) := 0, \quad L_0^{(\gamma)}(x) := 1, \quad \text{and} \quad L_{k+1}^{(\gamma)}(x) := xL_k^{(\gamma)}(x) - (2k + \gamma + 1)L_k^{(\gamma)}(x) - k(k + \gamma)L_{k-1}^{(\gamma)}(x) \quad \text{for} \quad k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots
\]

Each \( L_k^{(\gamma)} \) is an eigenfunction of the differential operator

\[
D^{\gamma} = -x \frac{d^2}{dx^2} - (1 + \gamma - x) \frac{d}{dx}
\]

corresponding to eigenvalue \( k \).

Definition 1.2.3. The (monic) Gegenbauer polynomials corresponding to fixed parameter \( \alpha > -1 \) (\( \alpha \neq -1/2 \)), denoted \( \{G_k^{(\alpha)}(x)\}_{k=0}^{\infty} \), form a sequence of polynomials orthogonal with respect to \( w(x) = (1 - x^2)^{\alpha} \) on the interval \([-1, 1]\). They are given by the following recurrence relation:

\[
G_{-1}^{(\alpha)}(x) := 0, \quad G_0^{(\alpha)}(x) := 1, \quad \text{and} \quad G_{k+1}^{(\alpha)}(x) := xG_k^{(\alpha)}(x) - \frac{k(2\alpha + k)}{(2\alpha + 2k + 1)(2\alpha + 2k - 1)}G_{k-1}^{(\alpha)}(x) \quad \text{for} \quad k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots
\]

Each \( G_k^{(\alpha)} \) is an eigenfunction of the differential operator

\[
D^{\alpha} = -(1 - x^2) \frac{d^2}{dx^2} + (2\alpha + 2)x \frac{d}{dx}
\]

corresponding to eigenvalue \( k(k + 2\alpha + 1) \). Note that letting \( \alpha = 0 \) generates the family of monic Legendre polynomials. It should also be noted that the restriction \( \alpha \neq -1/2 \) is due to the chosen monic normalization.

It is well known that for any choice of \( n \in \mathbb{N} \), each of \( \{H_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{n} \), \( \{L_k^{(\gamma)}(x)\}_{k=0}^{n} \) for any valid \( \gamma \), and \( \{G_k^{(\alpha)}(x)\}_{k=0}^{n} \) for any valid \( \alpha \) forms a basis for \( \mathbb{P}_n \). The following lemma, which follows easily from [19], will be useful in later sections.
Lemma 1.2.4. The (monic) Hermite polynomials \( \{H_k(x)\}_k \) satisfy
\[
\frac{d}{dx}(H_k(x)) = kH_{k-1}(x)
\]
and \( \frac{d^2}{dx^2}(H_k(x)) = k(k-1)H_{k-2}(x) \).

The (monic) Laguerre polynomials \( \{L_{k}^{(\gamma)}(x)\}_k \) satisfy
\[
\frac{d}{dx}(L_{k}^{(\gamma)}(x)) = \sum_{i=0}^{k-1} (-1)^{k-i+1} \frac{k!}{i!} L_i(x)
\]
and \( \frac{d^2}{dx^2}(L_{k}^{(\gamma)}(x)) = \sum_{i=0}^{k-2} (-1)^{k-i}(k-i-1) \frac{k!}{i!} L_i(x) \).

The (monic) Gegenbauer polynomials \( \{G_{k}^{(\alpha)}(x)\}_k \) satisfy
\[
\frac{d}{dx}(G_{k}^{(\alpha)}(x)) = \sum_{i=0}^{k-1} C_k D_i((-1)^{k+i+1} + 1)G_{i}^{(\alpha)}(x)
\]
and \( \frac{d^2}{dx^2}(G_{k}^{(\alpha)}(x)) = \sum_{i=0}^{k-2} 4C_k D_i \left( \sum_{l=1}^{k-i-1} \frac{C_{k-l} D_{k-l}}{\Gamma(2i+2\alpha+1)} \right) G_{i}^{(\alpha)}(x) \),
where
\[
C_k = \frac{\Gamma(k + \alpha + 1)2^{k-1}\Gamma(k + 1)}{\Gamma(2k + 2\alpha + 1)}, \quad D_i = \frac{\Gamma(2i + 2\alpha + 2)}{\Gamma(i + \alpha + 1)2^i\Gamma(i + 1)}.
\]

1.3 Quasiseparable Matrices

The class of quasiseparable matrices has received a lot of attention in recent years, and in particular the use of the generator representation (Theorem A.5.5 below) to reduce the complexity of algorithms versus the standard complexity on an unstructured matrix [6, 8, 9, 10]. As quasiseparable matrices compose a large class that includes several common and useful structures, any result generalized to the entire class becomes a widely effective one. For the purposes of this paper, we will only need matrices which have rank structure in the upper triangular portion. It will also be convenient later, in order to accommodate the polynomial indexing, to index the parameters from 0 instead of the standard 1.
**Definition 1.3.1.** A matrix $A$ is $(0,n_U)$–quasiseparable (or upper $n_U$–quasiseparable) if it is upper triangular and $\max(\text{rank}A_{12}) = n_U$, where the maximum is taken over all symmetric partitions of the form

$$A = \begin{bmatrix} \star & A_{12} \\ \star & \star \end{bmatrix}.$$ 

Among the many important subclasses of upper quasiseparable matrices are the banded matrices, and diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable matrices. A matrix is diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable if it is of the form

$$\text{diag}(d) + \text{triu}(uv^T)$$

for $d, u, v$ $n$–vectors, and triu denotes the strictly upper triangular portion. Both banded matrices and diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable matrices are easily seen to satisfy the low–rank conditions, and are hence quasiseparable. It should be noted, however, that these two subclasses do not overlap nontrivially. Indeed, in general, diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable matrices have the form

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
  d_1 & u_1v_2 & u_1v_3 & \cdots & u_1v_n \\
  0 & d_2 & u_2v_3 & \cdots & u_2v_n \\
  0 & 0 & d_3 & \ddots & \vdots \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & u_{n-1}v_n \\
  0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & d_n 
\end{bmatrix}
$$

from which we can see any zero entries anywhere in the strictly upper triangular portion force zero entries in either the entire row or column, up to the main diagonal. Thus diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable matrices cannot have positive upper bandwidth. Details may be found in [4].

The computational advantage in working with rank–structured matrices such as quasiseparable matrices lies in the fact that the $n^2$ entries of an $n \times n$ quasiseparable matrix can be represented by only $O(n)$ parameters. Thus many tasks involving such a matrix, such as calculating an eigenvector matrix, can require
considerably fewer operations than that for an unstructured matrix of the same size. The following generator representation is well–known [11] to be equivalent to the definition in terms of ranks above.

**Theorem 1.3.2.** Let $A$ be an $(n + 1) \times (n + 1)$ matrix. Then $A$ is $(0, n_U)$-quasiseparable if and only if there exists a set of generators $\{d_i, g_i, b_k, h_j\}$ for $i = 0, \ldots, n - 1$, $j = 1, \ldots, n$, $k = 2, \ldots, n - 1$, and $l = 0, \ldots, n$ such that

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  d_0 \\
  \vdots \\
  g_i b_{i+1} \cdots b_{j-1} h_j \\
  \vdots \\
  d_n
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

The generators of $A$ are matrices of the sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$d_k$</th>
<th>$g_k$</th>
<th>$b_k$</th>
<th>$h_k$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>size</td>
<td>$1 \times 1$</td>
<td>$1 \times r_k$</td>
<td>$r_{k-1} \times r_k$</td>
<td>$r_{k-1} \times 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range</td>
<td>$k \in [0, n]$</td>
<td>$k \in [0, n-1]$</td>
<td>$k \in [1, n-1]$</td>
<td>$k \in [1, n]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $\max_k r_k = n_U$.

Note that in the above theorem, the rows and columns of $A$ and the corresponding generators are indexed from 0 instead of the traditional 1. This indexing is much more convenient considering that many of the matrices we consider will have column $k$ correspond to a polynomial of degree $k$.

### 1.4 The Spectral Connection Matrix

In this section we introduce the spectral connection matrix, which is a particular matrix that will be associated with any given change of basis within the classical orthogonal polynomials. It is this matrix whose rank structure will be exploited in order to apply a desired change of basis.

**Definition 1.4.1.** Let $n \in \mathbb{N}$, and suppose that $P = \{P_k(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ and $Q = \{Q_k(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ are two finite families of classical orthogonal polynomials with inner
products $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle_P$ and $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle_Q$ respectively. Let $\mathcal{D}^P$ be the differential operator associated with $P$ (that is, each $P_k$ is an eigenfunction of $\mathcal{D}^P$). Let

$$g_{ij} = \frac{\langle Q_i, \mathcal{D}^P(Q_j) \rangle_Q}{\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q}.$$  

Then the matrix $G = (g_{ij})_{i,j=0}^n$ is called the spectral connection matrix from $P$ to $Q$.

The next theorem reveals the relationship between the spectral connection matrix and the connection matrix itself. The proof comes from [19].

**Theorem 1.4.2.** Let $P = \{P_k(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ and $Q = \{Q_k(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ be two finite families of classical orthogonal polynomials. Let $\Phi$ be the connection matrix from $P$ to $Q$, and let $G$ be the spectral connection matrix from $P$ to $Q$. Then $\Phi$ is the eigenvector matrix of $G$ with each diagonal entry scaled to 1.

**Proof.** First, let each $P_k(x)$ be an eigenfunction of the differential operator $\mathcal{D}^P$ corresponding to eigenvalue $\lambda_k$, as provided in Definitions A.2.1, A.2.2, and 1.2.3. Let $\Phi = \begin{bmatrix} \phi_0 & \cdots & \phi_n \end{bmatrix}$.

$$(G\phi_m)_l = \sum_{j=0}^n g_{l,j}\phi_{j,m} = \sum_{j=0}^n \frac{\langle Q_l, \mathcal{D}^P(Q_j) \rangle_Q}{\langle Q_l, Q_l \rangle_Q} \phi_{j,m}$$

$$= \frac{\langle Q_l, \mathcal{D}^P \left( \sum_{j=0}^n \phi_{j,m}Q_j \right) \rangle_Q}{\langle Q_l, Q_l \rangle_Q} = \frac{\langle Q_l, \mathcal{D}^P(P_m) \rangle_Q}{\langle Q_l, Q_l \rangle_Q}$$

$$= \frac{\langle Q_l, \lambda_m P_m \rangle_Q}{\langle Q_l, Q_l \rangle_Q} = \frac{\langle Q_l, \lambda_m \sum_{j=0}^n \phi_{j,m}Q_j \rangle_Q}{\langle Q_l, Q_l \rangle_Q}$$

$$= \lambda_m \sum_{j=0}^n \frac{\langle Q_l, Q_j \rangle_Q}{\langle Q_l, Q_l \rangle_Q} \phi_{j,m} = \lambda_m \phi_{n,l}.$$  

Note that each entry of the diagonal of $\Phi$ will be 1, as we are converting between monic polynomials. ■
The following theorem is a thorough computation of the entries of a general spectral connection matrix. It should be noted that in [19], the spectral connection matrix within the Laguerre or within the Jacobi families is addressed, but only when the two sets of polynomials are both Laguerre, both Jacobi, etc. In the following theorem, no such restrictions are placed on the involved classical orthogonal polynomials, and so it enables conversion between different classes of orthogonal polynomials.

**Theorem 1.4.3.** Let $P = \{P_k(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ and $Q = \{Q_k(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ be two families of (monic) classical orthogonal polynomials, and let $G = (g_{i,j})_{i,j=0}^n$ be the spectral connection matrix from $P$ to $Q$. Suppose that each $Q_k(x)$ is an eigenfunction of the differential operator $D^Q$, as provided in Definitions A.2.1, A.2.2, and 1.2.3, corresponding to eigenvalue $\lambda_k$. Similarly let each $P_k(x)$ be an eigenfunction of the differential operator $D^P$. Suppose that there exist constants $a, b, c, d, e, \{n^j_k\}_{k=0}^n, \{m^j_k\}_{k=0}^n, \{\gamma_k\}_{k=0}^n, \{\delta_k\}_{k=0}^n, \{\epsilon_k\}_{k=0}^n$ satisfying

$$(D^P - D^Q)(y) = (ax^2 + bx + c)\frac{d^2y}{dx^2} + (dx + e)\frac{dy}{dx}$$

$$\frac{d}{dx}(Q_j(x)) = \sum_{k=0}^{j-1} n^j_k Q_k(x)$$

$$\frac{d^2}{dx^2}(Q_j(x)) = \sum_{k=0}^{j-2} m^j_k Q_k(x)$$

$$xQ_k(x) = \gamma_k Q_{k+1}(x) + \delta_k Q_k(x) + \epsilon_k Q_{k-1}(x).$$
Then the entries of $G$ are given by

$$
g_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
\lambda_i, & i = j, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} + \begin{cases} 
a\gamma_{i-2}\gamma_{i-1}m^i_{i-2} + d\gamma_{i-1}n^i_{i-1}, & i \leq j, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} + \begin{cases} 
en^i_j + dm^i_j\delta_i + b\gamma_{i-1}m^i_{i-1} + a\gamma_{i-1}m^i_{i-1}(\delta_i - 1 + \delta_i), & i < j, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} + \begin{cases} 
cm^i_j + bm^i_j\delta_i + am^i_j(\gamma_{i+1}\epsilon_i + \delta_i^2 + \gamma_{i-1}\epsilon_i) + dn^i_{i+1}\epsilon_{i+1}, & i < j - 1, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} + \begin{cases} 
bm^i_{i+1}\epsilon_{i+1} + am^i_{i+1}(\delta_{i+1}\epsilon_{i+1} + \epsilon_{i+1}\delta_i), & i < j - 2, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} + \begin{cases} 
am^i_{i+2}\epsilon_{i+2}\epsilon_{i+1}, & i < j - 3, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}.
$$

Proof. First, note that through direct substitution, $xQ_k(x) = \gamma_k Q_{k+1}(x) + \delta_k Q_k(x) + \epsilon_k Q_{k-1}(x)$ gives that $x^2 Q_k(x) = \gamma_k \gamma_{k+1} Q_{k+2} + (\gamma_k \delta_k + \gamma_k \delta_{k+1}) Q_{k+1} + (\gamma_k \epsilon_{k+1} + \delta_k^2 + \gamma_{k-1} \epsilon_k) Q_k + (\delta_k \epsilon_k + \epsilon_k \delta_k) Q_{k-1} + \epsilon_k \epsilon_{k-1} Q_{k-2}$. By definition, $g_{ij} = \frac{\langle Q_i, D^P(Q_j) \rangle_Q}{\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q}$, and applying identities we have

$$
g_{ij} = \frac{1}{\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q} \left( \langle Q_i, D^Q(Q_j) \rangle_Q + \langle Q_i, (D^P - D^Q)(Q_j) \rangle_Q \right)
= \frac{1}{\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q} \left( \langle Q_i, \lambda_j Q_j \rangle_Q + \langle Q_i, (D^P - D^Q)(Q_j) \rangle_Q \right)
= \begin{cases} 
\lambda_i, & i = j, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} + \frac{1}{\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q} \left( \langle Q_i, (D^P - D^Q)(Q_j) \rangle_Q \right)
= \begin{cases} 
\lambda_i, & i = j, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} + \frac{1}{\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q} \left( \langle Q_i, (ax^2 + bx + c)Q_j'' \rangle_Q + \langle Q_i, (dx + c)Q_j' \rangle_Q \right)
= \begin{cases} 
\lambda_i, & i = j, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} + \frac{1}{\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q} \left( \langle Q_i, a \sum_{k=0}^{j-2} m^i_k x^2 Q_k \rangle_Q + \langle Q_i, b \sum_{k=0}^{j-2} m^i_k x Q_k \rangle_Q \\
+ \langle Q_i, c \sum_{k=0}^{j-2} m^i_k Q_k \rangle_Q + \langle Q_i, d \sum_{k=0}^{j-1} n^i_k x Q_k \rangle_Q + \langle Q_i, e \sum_{k=0}^{j-1} n^i_k Q_k \rangle_Q \right).
$$
Simplifying, we have

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda_i, & \quad i = j, \\
0, & \quad otherwise
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
cm^i_j, & \quad i < j - 1, \\
0, & \quad otherwise
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
en^i_j, & \quad i < j, \\
0, & \quad otherwise
\end{align*}
\]

\[\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q \left( \frac{1}{Q_i} \sum_{k=0}^{j-2} m_k^i \left( \gamma_k \gamma_{k+1} Q_{k+2} + \gamma_k \delta_{k+1} + \gamma_{k+1} \delta_k \right) Q_{k+1} \right) \]

\[\langle Q_i, b \sum_{k=0}^{j-1} m_k^i \left( \gamma_k Q_{k+1} + \delta_k Q_k + \epsilon_k Q_{k-1} \right) \rangle_Q \]

\[\langle Q_i, d \sum_{k=0}^{j-1} m_k^i \left( \gamma_k Q_{k+1} + \delta_k Q_k + \epsilon_k Q_{k-1} \right) \rangle_Q \]

Then, taking advantage of the linearity of the inner product and orthogonality, we arrive at the desired result. □

The specific spectral connection matrix for a given case (i.e. from Laguerre to Hermite, etc.) can be found from this theorem and the well-known values of the involved constants. For convenience, the values of the constants described in this theorem for the cases we consider are collected in Appendix 1, and the resulting theorems for each case are stated explicitly next.
Theorem 1.4.4. The spectral connection matrix $G = (g_{ij})_{i,j=0}^n$ from the finite Laguerre family $\{L_k^{(\gamma)}(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ to the finite Hermite family $\{H_k(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ is given by

$$g_{ij} = \begin{cases} i, & i = j, \\ -(i+1)(i+1+\gamma), & i = j-1, \\ \frac{1}{2}(i+2)(i+1), & i = j-2, \\ -\frac{1}{2}(i+3)(i+2)(i+1), & i = j-3, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

Theorem 1.4.5. The spectral connection matrix $G = (g_{ij})_{i,j=0}^n$ from the finite Gegenbauer family $\{G_k^{(\alpha)}(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ to the finite Hermite family $\{H_k(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ is given by

$$g_{ij} = \begin{cases} i(2\alpha + i + 1), & i = j, \\ \frac{1}{2}(i+1)(i+2)(2i+2\alpha+1), & i = j-2, \\ \frac{1}{4}(i+4)(i+3)(i+2)(i+1), & i = j-4, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

Theorem 1.4.6. The spectral connection matrix $G = (g_{ij})_{i,j=0}^n$ from the finite Hermite family $\{H_k(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ to the finite Laguerre family $\{L_k^{(\gamma)}(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ is given by

$$g_{ij} = \begin{cases} 2j, & i = j, \\ 2j(j+\gamma), & i = j-1, \\ (-1)^{j-i}(i-j+1)j! \frac{j!}{i!}, & i < j-1, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

Theorem 1.4.7. The spectral connection matrix $G = (g_{ij})_{i,j=0}^n$ from the finite Gegenbauer family $\{G_k^{(\alpha)}(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ to the finite Laguerre family $\{L_k^{(\gamma)}(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ is given
Theorem 1.4.8. The spectral connection matrix \( G = (g_{ij})_{i,j=0}^{n} \) from the finite Hermite family \( \{H_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{n} \) to the finite Gegenbauer family \( \{G_k^{(\alpha)}(x)\}_{k=0}^{N} \) is given by

\[
g_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
  j(j + 2\alpha + 1), & i = j, \\
  j[2j^2 + (2\alpha + 2\gamma)j + 2\alpha\gamma], & i = j - 1, \\
  j(j-1)[j^2 + (2\gamma - 1)j - 1 - \gamma + \gamma^2], & i = j - 2, \\
  (-1)^{j-i} \frac{j!}{i!}(i - j + 1), & i < j - 2, \\
  0, & \text{otherwise},
\end{cases}
\]

where \( C_k \) and \( D_k \) are as in Lemma 2.2.4, and \( \epsilon_k = \frac{k(2\alpha + k)}{(2\alpha + 2k + 1)(2\alpha + 2k - 1)} \).

Theorem 1.4.9. The spectral connection matrix \( G = (g_{ij})_{i,j=0}^{n} \) from the finite Laguerre family \( \{L_k^{(\gamma)}(x)\}_{k=0}^{n} \) to the finite Gegenbauer family \( \{G_k^{(\alpha)}(x)\}_{k=0}^{N} \) is given by
\[
g_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
  j(j + 2\alpha + 1) - 4C_jD_{j-2}C_{j-1}D_{j-1} - 2(2\alpha + 1)C_jD_{j-1}, & i = j, \\
  -2C_j \left( 2D_{i-2} \sum_{l=1}^{j-i+1} C_{j-l}D_{j-l} - 2(1 - \epsilon_{i+1} - \epsilon_i)D_i \sum_{l=1}^{j-i-1} C_{j-l}D_{j-l} \right) + (2\alpha + 1)D_{i-1} + (2\alpha + 1)\epsilon_{i+1}D_{i-1} + 2\epsilon_{i+2}\epsilon_{i+1}D_{i-2} \sum_{l=1}^{j-i-3} C_{j-l}D_{j-l}, & i < j, i + j \text{ even}, \\
  -2C_j \left( (1 + \gamma)D_i + 2D_{i-1} \sum_{l=1}^{j-i} C_{j-l}D_{j-l} + 2\epsilon_{i+1}D_{i+1} \sum_{l=1}^{j-i-2} C_{j-l}D_{j-l} \right), & i < j, i + j \text{ odd}, \\
  0, & \text{otherwise}, 
\end{cases}
\]

where \( C_k \) and \( D_k \) are as in Lemma 2.2.4, and \( \epsilon_k = \frac{k(2\alpha + k)}{(2\alpha + 2k + 1)(2\alpha + 2k - 1)} \).

1.5 Structure of Spectral Connection Matrices

In [19], it is proven that the spectral connection matrices within the Gegenbauer family and within the Laguerre family (that is, when the two families between which we convert are the same, with different values of parameters) have diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable structure. In this section, we consider the case of converting between different families, and show that the rank structure that results is quasiseparable (a more general class than diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable).

Furthermore, some of these cases yield banded matrices (which are quasiseparable, but not diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable, as discussed above), indicating that the correct class of rank structures to consider for the connection problem seems to be quasiseparable.

The following theorems complete the information for all connections among the Gegenbauer, Laguerre, and Hermite families. Additionally, generators (see Theorem A.5.5) are provided for each case, which will be used in the algorithm. For simplicity, we omit the ranges on all indices, which may be found in Theorem
A.5.5.

**Theorem 1.5.1.** Let $G$ be the spectral connection matrix from the finite Laguerre family $\{L_k^{(\gamma)}(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ to the finite Hermite family $\{H_k(x)\}_{k=0}^n$. Then $G$ is $(0,3)$-quasiseparable.

**Proof.** From Theorem 1.4.4, it is obvious that $G$ is banded, with non-zero entries appearing only on the main diagonal and first three superdiagonals. This is sufficient for the proof, but for convenience we also note that the generators of $G$ are

$$d_k = k, \quad g_i = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{1}{4}(-1)^i & \frac{1}{8}(-1)^i & \frac{1}{2}(-1)^i(i + 1 + \gamma) \end{bmatrix},$$

$$h_j = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{1}{2}j(-1)^{j+1} & j(-1)^j & 2j(-1)^j \end{bmatrix}^T, \quad b_k = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & k & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & k \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix},$$

which may be easily verified. ■

**Theorem 1.5.2.** Let $G$ be the spectral connection matrix from the finite Gegenbauer family $\{G_k^{(\alpha)}(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ to the finite Hermite family $\{H_k(x)\}_{k=0}^n$. Then $G$ is $(0,4)$-quasiseparable.

**Proof.** From Theorem 1.4.5, it is obvious that $G$ is banded, with non-zero entries appearing only on the main diagonal and up to the fourth superdiagonal. This is sufficient for the proof, but for convenience we also note that the generators of $G$ are

$$d_k = k(2\alpha + k + 1), \quad g_i = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{1}{4} & 0 & \frac{1}{2}(2i + 2\alpha + 1) \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix},$$

$$h_j = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & j \end{bmatrix}^T, \quad b_k = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & k & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & k & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & k \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix},$$

which may be easily verified. ■
Theorem 1.5.3. Let $G$ be the spectral connection matrix from the finite Hermite family $\{H_k(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ to the finite Laguerre family $\{L_k^{(\gamma)}(x)\}_{k=0}^n$. Then $G$ is $(0,3)$-quasiseparable.

Proof. Generators for this matrix $G$ are given by

$$d_k = 2k, \quad g_i = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{(-1)^i (i+1)}{i!} & \frac{(-1)^{i+1}}{i!} & 2(i+1)(i+1+\gamma) \end{bmatrix},$$

$$h_j = \begin{bmatrix} (-1)^j j! & (-1)^j j! & 1 \end{bmatrix}^T, \quad b_k = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}.$$ 

It is straightforward to check that these parameters define $G$, and then by Theorem A.5.5 $G$ is $(0,3)$-quasiseparable. 

Theorem 1.5.4. Let $G$ be the spectral connection matrix from the finite Gegenbauer family $\{G_k^{(\alpha)}(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ to the finite Laguerre family $\{L_k^{(\gamma)}(x)\}_{k=0}^n$. Then $G$ is $(0,4)$-quasiseparable.

Proof. Generators for $G$ are given by

$$d_k = k(k+2\alpha+1), \quad g_i = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{(-1)^i i}{i!} & \frac{(-1)^i}{i!} & 1 \\ 2 & 1 & 2 \end{bmatrix}.$$

For the generators $h_k$ and $b_k$, we have two cases. For each $k$, if either $k = n$ or

$$\left(2(k+1)^2 + (2\alpha + 2\gamma)(k+1) + 2\alpha\gamma \right) \neq 0,$$

then set

$$B_k = \frac{2k((k+1)^2 + (2\gamma - 1)(k+1) - \gamma + \gamma^2)}{2(k+1)^2 + (2\alpha + 2\gamma)(k+1) + 2\alpha\gamma},$$

and then the generators $h_k$ and $b_k$ are given by

$$h_k = \begin{bmatrix} (-1)^k k! \\ (-1)^k k!(-k+1) \\ k(2k^2 + (2\alpha + 2\gamma)k + (2\alpha)\gamma) \\ k(2k^2 + (2\alpha + 2\gamma)k + (2\alpha)\gamma) \end{bmatrix},$$

and

$$b_k = \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}.$$
\[ b_k = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & B_k & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \text{ if } k \text{ is even, } \quad \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & B_k \end{bmatrix} \text{ if } k \text{ is odd.} \]

If instead for a given value of \( k \) we have
\[ 2(k+1)^2 + (2\alpha + 2\gamma)(k+1) + 2\alpha\gamma = 0, \]
then
\[ h_k = \begin{bmatrix} (-1)^k k! \\ (-1)^k k!(-k+1) \\ 2k(k-1)(k^2 + (2\gamma - 1)k - \gamma + \gamma^2) \\ -2k(k-1)(k^2 + (2\gamma - 1)k - \gamma + \gamma^2) \end{bmatrix}, \]
and
\[ b_k = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \text{ if } k \text{ is even, } \quad \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix} \text{ if } k \text{ is odd.} \]

It is again straightforward to check that these parameters define \( G \), and then by Theorem A.5.5 \( G \) is \((0,4)\)-quasiseparable. □

**Theorem 1.5.5.** Let \( G \) be the spectral connection matrix from the finite Hermite family \( \{H_k(x)\}_{k=0}^n \) to the finite Gegenbauer family \( \{C_k^{(\alpha)}(x)\}_{k=0}^n \). Then \( G \) is \((0,4)\)-quasiseparable.

**Proof.** The proof is by providing generators for \( G \), which may be verified directly. Define
\[ r_i = D_{i-2} + (\epsilon_{i+1} + \epsilon_i)D_i + (\epsilon_{i+2}\epsilon_{i+1})D_{i+2} \]
and
\[ s_i = (C_{i-1}D_{i-1} - 1)D_{i-2} + \alpha D_{i-1} - (\epsilon_{i+1} + \epsilon_i)D_i + \alpha\epsilon_{i+1}D_{i+1} - (\epsilon_{i+2}\epsilon_{i+1})(1+C_{i+1}D_{i+1})D_{i+2} \]
where \( C_k, D_k, \) and \( \epsilon_k \) are as in Theorem 1.4.8. Then the generators of \( G \) are given by
\[ d_k = k(k + 2\alpha + 1) - 4C_kD_{k-2}C_{k-1}D_{k-1} - 4\alpha C_kD_{k-1}, \]
By Theorem A.5.5 $G$ is $(0, 4)$-quasiseparable. □

**Theorem 1.5.6.** Let $G$ be the spectral connection matrix from the finite Laguerre family $\{L_k^{(\gamma)}(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ to the finite Gegenbauer family $\{G_k^{(\alpha)}(x)\}_{k=0}^n$. Then $G$ is $(0, 4)$-quasiseparable.

**Proof.** The proof is by providing generators for $G$, which may be verified directly. Define

\[ t_i = 2D_{i-2} - 2(1 - \epsilon_{i+1} - \epsilon_i)D_i + 2\epsilon_{i+2}\epsilon_{i+1}D_{i+2}, \]

\[ u_i = 2D_{i-2}C_{i-1}D_{i-1} + (2\alpha + 1)D_{i-1} + (2\alpha + 1)\epsilon_{i+1}D_{i+1} - 2\epsilon_{i+2}\epsilon_{i+1}D_{i+2}C_{i+1}D_{i+1}, \]

\[ v_i = 2D_{i-1} + 2\epsilon_{i+1}D_{i+1}, \quad \text{and} \quad w_i = (1 + \gamma)D_i + 2D_{i-1}C_iD_i, \]

where $C_k, D_k,$ and $\epsilon_k$ are as in Theorem 1.4.9. Then the generators of $G$ are given by

\[ d_k = d_k = k(k + 2\alpha + 1) - 4C_kD_{k-2}C_{k-1}D_{k-1} - 2(2\alpha + 1)C_kD_{k-1}, \]

\[ g_i = \begin{cases} 
  t_i & u_i - t_i & v_i & w_i - v_i \\
  v_i & w_i - v_i & t_i & u_i - t_i 
\end{cases}, \quad \text{i even} \\
  \begin{cases} 
  v_i & w_i - v_i & t_i & u_i - t_i \\
  t_i & u_i - t_i & v_i & w_i - v_i 
\end{cases}, \quad \text{i odd} 
\]

\[ h_j = \begin{cases} 
  -2C_j & -2C_j & 0 & 0 \\
  0 & 0 & -2C_j & -2C_j 
\end{cases}, \quad \text{j even} \\
  \begin{cases} 
  -2C_j & -2C_j & 0 & 0 \\
  0 & 0 & -2C_j & -2C_j 
\end{cases}, \quad \text{j odd} 
\]
and
\[
b_k = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & C_kD_k & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]
if \( k \) is odd,
\[
b_k = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & C_kD_k \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]
if \( k \) is even.

By Theorem A.5.5 \( G \) is \((0, 4)\)-quasiseparable. □

1.6 Implementation Details

In the previous sections, we’ve proved that the spectral connection matrix is quasiseparable, and given explicit formulas for the generators. In this section, we use this information to provide an algorithm for solving the connection problem, which essentially then becomes the problem of computing an eigenvector matrix of an upper triangular and quasiseparable matrix.

The problem of computing eigenvalues and eigenvectors of rank–structured matrices and quasiseparable matrices in particular has been thoroughly researched [39], but here we already have the eigenvalues for free from the upper triangular structure. We only need to compute the eigenvector matrix, and ensure that it is scaled to have diagonal entries all equal to 1. The following theorem gives a simple method for computing this eigenvector matrix, which is then the desired connection matrix.

**Theorem 1.6.1.** Let \( G \) be an \((n + 1) \times (n + 1)\) upper triangular quasiseparable matrix with generators \( \{g_i\}_{i=0}^{n-1}, \{h_j\}_{j=1}^{n}, \{b_m\}_{m=1}^{n-1}, \) and \( \{d_l\}_{l=0}^{n} \). Let
\[
\tilde{g}_i^{(k)} = \frac{g_i}{d_k - d_i} \quad \text{and} \quad \tilde{b}_m^{(k)} = b_m + \frac{h_m g_m}{d_k - d_m}
\]
for $i = 0, \ldots, n-1$, $m = 1, \ldots, n-1$ and $k = 1, \ldots, n+1$. Let $x_0 = e_1$ and

$$x_k = \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{g}_0^{(k)} & \tilde{g}_1^{(k)} & \ldots & \tilde{g}_{k-1}^{(k)} & h_k \\
\tilde{g}_0^{(k)} & \tilde{g}_1^{(k)} & \ldots & \tilde{g}_{k-1}^{(k)} & h_k \\
\vdots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots & \ddots \\
\tilde{g}_0^{(k)} & \tilde{g}_1^{(k)} & \ldots & \tilde{g}_{k-1}^{(k)} & h_k \\
1 & 0 & \vdots & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix}$$

for $k = 1, \ldots, n$. Note that $x_k$ is column $k$ of the upper triangular quasiseparable matrix defined by the parameters $\{\tilde{d}_i, \tilde{g}_i^{(k)}, \tilde{b}_m^{(k)}, h_j\}$, where each $\tilde{d}_i = 1$. Then

$$X = \begin{bmatrix} x_0 & \cdots & x_n \end{bmatrix}$$

is an eigenvector matrix of $G$.

The previous theorem can be verified using direct computation. It should be noted that each eigenvector described above can be computed in $O(n)$ steps using the algorithm below, and thus a complete eigenvector matrix can be computed in $O(n^2)$ steps.

Set $H = h_k, \ x_k(k, 1) = 1, \ x_k(j, 1) = 0$ for $j = k + 1, \ldots, n$

For $j = k - 1 : -1 : 0$

Compute $x_k(j, 1) = \tilde{g}_j^{(k)} H$

Update $H = \tilde{b}_j^{(k)} H$

End.

1.7 Preliminary Numerical Experiments

The focus of this paper is the theoretical contribution of the spectral connection matrix, while numerical analysis of the algorithm suggested by these theoretical results is the topic of forthcoming work. We include here, however, a
brief preliminary experiment included to illustrate the potential of the spectral connection matrix method to elicit high accuracy in the connection problem.

We note that this proposed algorithm enjoys an order of magnitude reduction in complexity versus the obvious algorithm of computing the connection matrix directly via matrix inversion. While it is of course possible that such a reduction may come at the cost of stability, work in structured matrices often shows that there is no corresponding loss of accuracy. Our initial numerical findings are consistent with this.

We compare accuracy with the traditional method and with a recent improvement on it. Throughout this section, SCM denotes our proposed algorithm making use of the spectral connection matrix, RZG denotes the algorithm of [16], which required some preparatory computation, and Inverse denotes the obvious algorithm of applying the connection matrix formed using recurrence relations and matrix inversion (with inversion implemented by the Matlab command inv( )).

This experiment was performed using Matlab version 7.10.0.499 (all calculations in double precision) on a Lenovo ThinkPad brand laptop.

For fixed values of dimension $n$, and Laguerre parameter $\gamma$, we randomly choose values of the coefficients $a_k$ in $[-5, 5]$ and evaluate $p(x) = \sum_{k=0}^{n} a_k P_k(x)$ (using the corresponding recurrence relations for $P_k(x)$ as in the Clenshaw method [7]) as $x$ ranges from $-10$ to $10$ with step size $0.1$, where $P_k$ denotes the $k$–th Laguerre polynomial with parameter $\gamma$. This is our “exact” solution $p(x)$. We then evaluate $\widehat{p}(x) = \sum_{k=0}^{n} b_k Q_k(x)$ where $Q_k$ denotes the $k$–th Hermite polynomial using each algorithm, and compare to the above. Three graphical representations of the relative errors calculated for various representative choices of $n$ and $\gamma$ are given in Figures 1, 2, and 3. To keep the presentation brief, we include only this small representation, which represents typical results.
We emphasize that it is too early to draw any numerical conclusions from this early result, and a detailed investigation of the numerical properties of the algorithm is a subject of future work. However, these preliminary results suggest that the proposed algorithm may produce a similar accuracy to the currently known algorithms together with a reduced complexity.

1.8 Conclusions

In this paper we extended recent work in using rank structured matrices, particularly quasiseparable matrices, to solve the connection problem, expressing
polynomials given in terms of one basis of orthogonal polynomials in another orthogonal basis. This was done using the spectral connection matrix, a known matrix with quasiseparable structure which has as an eigenvector matrix the desired connection matrix.

Previous work in this area has used the class of semiseparable matrices (a subclass of quasiseparable matrices). However, in extending these results to be able to change between the Hermite, Laguerre, and Gegenbauer families, as opposed to a change of parameter within one, we have found that the spectral connection matrix can also have a banded structure, which is quasiseparable and not semiseparable. Based on this, we believe that quasiseparable structure is the correct class to be considered.

The theoretical results suggest an algorithm for solving the connection problem, and very preliminary numerical results were presented. These results are too early for conclusions, but suggest that the proposed algorithm has an accuracy comparable to that of computing the inverse of the connection matrix directly, which is an order of magnitude more expensive.
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## Appendix 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q</th>
<th>$\lambda_k$</th>
<th>$\gamma_k$</th>
<th>$\delta_k$</th>
<th>$\epsilon_k$</th>
<th>$n_k^j(k &lt; j)$</th>
<th>$m_k^j(k &lt; j - 1)$</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hermite</td>
<td>$2k$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\frac{k}{2}$</td>
<td>$\begin{cases} j, k = j - 1 \ 0, \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$</td>
<td>$\begin{cases} j(j - 1), k = j - 2 \ 0, \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$</td>
<td>Hermite</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>$-1 + \gamma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laguerre ($\gamma$)</td>
<td>$k$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$2k + 1 + \gamma$</td>
<td>$k(k + \gamma)$</td>
<td>$(-1)^{j-k} \frac{(2k + 1 + \gamma)^j}{j!}$</td>
<td>$(-1)^{j-k} \frac{(j - (k - 1))^2}{j!}$</td>
<td>Hermite</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>$1 + \gamma$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gegenbauer ($\alpha$)</td>
<td>$k(k + 2\alpha + 1)$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\frac{k(k + 2\alpha)(k + 2\alpha + 2k + 1)}{2\alpha + 2k + 1}$</td>
<td>$\begin{cases} 2C_jD_k, j + k \text{ odd} \ 0, \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$</td>
<td>$\begin{cases} \sum C_jD_k, j + k \text{ even} \ 0, \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$</td>
<td>Hermite</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$-2\alpha$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laguerre ($\gamma$)</td>
<td>$-1 - 1 - 2\alpha - 1$</td>
<td>$-(1 + \gamma)$</td>
<td>$-(2\alpha + 1)$</td>
<td>$-(1 + \gamma)$</td>
<td>Hermite</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$-2\alpha + 1$</td>
<td>$1 + \gamma$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract

The connection problem for orthogonal polynomials is, given a polynomial expressed in the basis of one set of orthogonal polynomials, computing the coefficients with respect to a different set of orthogonal polynomials. Expansions in terms of orthogonal polynomials are very common in many applications. While the connection problem may be solved by directly computing the change–of–basis matrix, this approach is computationally expensive. A recent approach to solving the connection problem involves the use of the spectral connection matrix, which is a matrix whose eigenvector matrix is the desired change–of–basis matrix.

In [5], it is shown that for the connection problem between any two different classical real orthogonal polynomials of the Hermite, Laguerre, and Gegenbauer families, the related spectral connection matrix has quasiseparable structure. This result is limited to the case where both the source and target families are one of the single–parameter families of Hermite, Laguerre, or Gegenbauer. In particular, this excludes the large and common class of Jacobi polynomials, defined by two parameters, both as a source and as a target family.

In this paper, we continue the study of the spectral connection matrix for connections between real orthogonal polynomial families. In particular, for the connection problem between any two families of the Hermite, Laguerre, or Jacobi type (including Chebyshev, Legendre, and Gegenbauer), we prove that the spectral connection matrix has quasiseparable structure. In addition, our results also show the quasiseparable structure of the spectral connection matrix from the Bessel polynomials, which are orthogonal on the unit circle, to any of the Hermite, Laguerre, and Jacobi types.

Additionally, the generators of the spectral connection matrix are provided explicitly for each of these cases, allowing a fast algorithm to be implemented.
2.1 Introduction

Let \( \{ P_k(x) \}_{k=0}^{\infty} \) be a sequence of real-valued polynomials, with \( \deg(P_k(x)) = k \), and let \( w(x) \) be a non-negative real-valued weight function on some interval \([a,b]\). Then \( \{ P_k(x) \}_{k=0}^{\infty} \) is said to be orthogonal with respect to the weight function \( w(x) \) on \([a,b]\) if for each \( j \neq k \), \( \langle P_k, P_j \rangle = \int_a^b P_k(x) P_j(x) w(x) \, dx = 0 \). The expansions of polynomials in bases of such orthogonal polynomials are of interest in mathematics, among many other uses of orthogonal polynomials. The classical orthogonal polynomials are useful in applications too numerous to include a full list, but notably include Gaussian quadrature [10], random matrix theory [9], fluid dynamics [22], and computations in quantum mechanics [24]; for a longer attempt at listing applications, see [19].

We consider the problem of, given constants \( \{ a_k \} \) and orthogonal polynomials \( \{ P_k \} \) (the origin family) and \( \{ Q_k \} \) (the target family), computing constants \( \{ b_k \} \) such that \( \sum a_k P_k = \sum b_k Q_k \). We’ll refer to this as the connection problem, and in this paper we will consider the case where the source polynomial family \( \{ P_k \} \) and the target polynomial family \( \{ Q_k \} \) are Hermite, Laguerre, or Jacobi (including one of its special cases of Chebychev, Legendre, and Gegenbauer). At the conclusion we will also discuss a connection to the Bessel polynomials, which are often considered classical although they are orthogonal on the unit circle.

The connection problem appears in areas such as harmonic analysis [28], mathematical physics [2], combinatorics [27], etc.

It is obvious that the connection problem can be solved by determining the entries of a suitable connection matrix. While the recurrence relations satisfied by real orthogonal polynomials may seem to reduce the computational complexity of this approach, inversion at a cost of \( O(n^3) \) operations is still required. As such, the
connection problem has been studied extensively in the literature, see for instance [18, 17, 8, 15, 25, 26, 11, 23].

Another more recent approach to the connection problem has involved the use of rank structured matrices [12, 20, 21]. Although their traditional connection to orthogonal polynomials has been as moment matrices or recurrence matrices, alternative links have also been made recently, which have contributed to the connection problem. In 1991 Alpert and Rokhlin [1] addressed the connection problem between Legendre and Chebyshev polynomials. Later Keiner made significant progress in solving the connection problem within the Gegenbauer family (that is, where both origin and target families are Gegenbauer, but for different values of the parameter) in [14] by exploiting the rank structure of the spectral connection matrix. In [13] it is shown that the spectral connection matrix corresponding to a change of basis within the Laguerre or within the Jacobi families has semiseparable structure, which is a type of the quasiseparable structure considered here. In [5], the connection problem between different families chosen among Hermite, Laguerre, and Gegenbauer was solved. There, it was shown that the spectral connection matrix has quasiseparable rank structure, and explicit algorithms are given.

In this paper, we continue the work in [5] by proving that the spectral connection matrix has quasiseparable rank structure when the target family is the large and very useful family of Jacobi polynomials, including Chebychev polynomials as special cases. We also prove the same result for any change of basis within the Hermite, Laguerre, and Jacobi types. At the conclusion, we also address a change of basis into any of these types from the set of Bessel polynomials. Explicit formulas for the generators of these quasiseparable matrices are given, allowing a fast algorithm to be implemented as in [5].
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we collect some well–known results about the classes of orthogonal polynomials considered, for the reader’s convenience. Next, Section 3 introduces the class of quasiseparable matrices, the main computational tool of our algorithm. While the connection matrix is not itself quasiseparable, we show that it is a scaled eigenvector matrix of a known (and easily computable) quasiseparable matrix, known as the spectral connection matrix. This and implementation details are shown in Section 4, and explicit expressions for the generators are given in Section 5. A connection to the Bessel polynomials is made in Section 7, and some conclusions are offered in the final section.

2.2 Orthogonal Polynomials and the Connection Problem

Let \( P = \{P_k(x)\}_{k=0}^n \) and \( Q = \{Q_k(x)\}_{k=0}^n \) be two sequences of real orthogonal polynomials (orthogonal with respect to two inner products on \( \mathbb{P}_n \), \( \langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle_P \) and \( \langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle_Q \), respectively) which we’ll refer to as the source family and the target family, respectively. Suppose that a polynomial \( p(x) \) is given in terms of the coefficients \( \{a_k\}_{k=0}^n \) such that

\[
p(x) = \sum_{k=0}^n a_k P_k(x).
\]

Then it is well–known that the coefficients \( \{b_k\}_{k=0}^n \) such that

\[
p(x) = \sum_{k=0}^n b_k Q_k(x)
\]

that we wish to compute are related via the change of basis matrix \( \Phi \) by

\[
[b_0 \cdots b_n]^T = \Phi [a_0 \cdots a_n]^T,
\]

and that

\[
\Phi = (\phi_{i,j})_{i,j=0}^n \text{ such that } \phi_{i,j} = \frac{\langle P_j, Q_i \rangle_Q}{\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q}.
\]

Computing this change of basis matrix directly from this relation, or in the standard way involving matrix inversion, is computationally expensive. In the
case where the target family $Q$ is Hermite, Laguerre, or Jacobi, we provide in this paper an alternative process. For reference, next we collect some useful information about these classical orthogonal polynomial families, noting that the source family $P$ need not be among these families.

**Definition 2.2.1.** The (monic) Hermite polynomials $\{H_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{\infty}$ form a sequence of polynomials orthogonal with respect to $w(x) = e^{-x^2}$ on the interval $(-\infty, \infty)$. They are given by the following recurrence relation:

$$
\begin{align*}
H_{-1}(x) & := 0, & H_0(x) & := 1, \\
H_{k+1}(x) & := xH_k(x) - kH_{k-1}(x) & \text{for } k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots
\end{align*}
$$

Each $H_k$ is an eigenfunction of the differential operator

$$
\mathcal{D}^H = -\frac{d^2}{dx^2} + 2x \frac{d}{dx}
$$
corresponding to eigenvalue $2k$.

**Definition 2.2.2.** The (monic) Laguerre polynomials corresponding to fixed parameter $\gamma > -1$, denoted $\{L^{(\gamma)}_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{\infty}$, form a sequence of polynomials orthogonal with respect to $w(x) = x^\gamma e^{-x}$ on the interval $[0, \infty)$. They are given by the following recurrence relation:

$$
\begin{align*}
L^{(\gamma)}_{-1}(x) & := 0, & L^{(\gamma)}_0(x) & := 1, \\
L^{(\gamma)}_{k+1}(x) & := xL^{(\gamma)}_k(x) - (2k + \gamma + 1)L^{(\gamma)}_{k-1}(x) & \text{for } k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots
\end{align*}
$$

Each $L^{(\gamma)}_k$ is an eigenfunction of the differential operator

$$
\mathcal{D}^{(\gamma)} = -x \frac{d^2}{dx^2} - (1 + \gamma - x) \frac{d}{dx}
$$
corresponding to eigenvalue $k$.

**Definition 2.2.3.** The (monic) Jacobi polynomials corresponding to fixed parameters $\alpha, \beta > -1$, denoted $\{J^{(\alpha,\beta)}_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{\infty}$, form a sequence of polynomials orthogonal
with respect to \( w(x) = (1 - x)^\alpha (1 + x)^\beta \) on the interval \([-1, 1]\). They are given by the following recurrence relation:

\[
J_{k+1}^{(\alpha, \beta)}(x) := \left( x + \frac{(\alpha + \beta + 2k)(\alpha + \beta + 2k + 2)}{4k(k + \alpha)(k + \beta)(k + \alpha + \beta)} \right) J_k^{(\alpha, \beta)}(x)
- \frac{1}{(\alpha + \beta + 2k)^2(\alpha + \beta + 2k + 1)(\alpha + \beta + 2k - 1)} J_{k-1}^{(\alpha, \beta)}(x)
\]

for \( k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \) \( (11) \)

Each \( J_k^{(\alpha, \beta)} \) is an eigenfunction of the differential operator

\[
D^{\alpha, \beta} = (x^2 - 1) \frac{d^2}{dx^2} + ((\alpha + \beta + 2)x + \alpha - \beta) \frac{d}{dx}
\]

(12)
corresponding to eigenvalue \( k(k + \alpha + \beta + 1) \). Note that letting \( \alpha = \beta = 0 \) generates the family of monic Legendre polynomials, and \( \alpha = \beta = -1/2 \) generates the monic Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, after some accommodations for the normalization.

It is convenient in what follows to be able to represent the first and second derivatives of these families in terms of the families themselves, so we collect these results next. The results, some of which are given in [5], follow in a similar way as those given in [13].

**Lemma 2.2.4.** The (monic) Hermite polynomials \( \{H_k(x)\}_k \) satisfy

\[
\frac{d}{dx}(H_k(x)) = kH_{k-1}(x)
\]

and \( \frac{d^2}{dx^2}(H_k(x)) = k(k - 1)H_{k-2}(x) \). The (monic) Laguerre polynomials \( \{L_k^{(\gamma)}(x)\}_k \) satisfy

\[
\frac{d}{dx}(L_k^{(\gamma)}(x)) = \sum_{i=0}^{k-1} (-1)^{k-i+1} \frac{k!}{i!} L_i(x)
\]
and \( \frac{d^2}{dx^2}(L_k^\gamma(x)) = \sum_{i=0}^{k-2} (-1)^{k-i}(k-i-1)\frac{k!}{i!}L_i(x) \).

The (monic) Jacobi polynomials \( \{J_k^{(\alpha,\beta)}(x)\}_k \) satisfy

\[
\frac{d}{dx}(J_n^{(\alpha,\beta)}(x)) = A_n \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} B_i J_i^{(\alpha,\beta)}(x) + C_n \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} D_i J_i^{(\alpha,\beta)}(x)
\]

and \( \frac{d^2}{dx^2}(J_k^{(\alpha,\beta)}(x)) = \sum_{i=0}^{k-2} \left( \sum_{l=1}^{k-i-1} (A_k B_{k-l} + C_k D_{k-l}) (A_{k-l} B_i + C_{k-l} D_i) \right) J_i^{(\alpha,\beta)}(x), \)

where

\[
A_k = \frac{(-1)^{k+1}\Gamma(k + \alpha + 1)2^{k-1}\Gamma(k + 1)}{\Gamma(2k + \alpha + \beta + 1)} \quad B_i = \frac{(-1)^i\Gamma(2i + \alpha + \beta + 2)}{\Gamma(i + \alpha + 1)2^i\Gamma(i + 1)}
\]

\[
C_k = \frac{\Gamma(k + \beta + 1)2^{k-1}\Gamma(k + 1)}{\Gamma(2k + \alpha + \beta + 1)} \quad D_i = \frac{\Gamma(2i + \alpha + \beta + 2)}{\Gamma(i + \beta + 1)2^i\Gamma(i + 1)}
\]

2.3 Quasiseparable Matrices

The main result of the paper is that the spectral connection matrix for a wide variety of connection problems exhibits a rank structure known as quasiseparability. The class of quasiseparable matrices has received a lot of attention in recent years, and many interesting relationships between quasiseparability and orthogonal polynomials are well–studied, such as recurrent matrices, where the matrix captures the recurrence relations, and the low–rank structure corresponds to sparse recurrence relations (see, for instance, [4]).

In terms of implementation, the low–rank structure means that the \( n^2 \) entries of the matrix can be represented by a smaller \( \mathcal{O}(n) \) number of parameters, called the generators of the quasiseparable matrix. This sparse representation powers many of the fast and accurate algorithms available for quasiseparable matrices. For the purposes of this paper, we will only need upper triangular matrices which
have rank structure in the upper triangular portion. We will also begin indexing at 0 instead of 1 in the standard work in the area, to match indices on polynomials.

**Definition 2.3.1.** A matrix $A$ is $(0, n_U)$-quasiseparable (or upper $n_U$-quasiseparable) if it is upper triangular and $\max(\text{rank}A_{12}) = n_U$, where the maximum is taken over all symmetric partitions of the form

$$A = \begin{bmatrix} * & A_{12} \\ * & * \end{bmatrix}.$$

Among the many important subclasses of upper quasiseparable matrices are the banded matrices, and diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable matrices. A matrix is diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable if it is of the form

$$\text{diag}(d) + \text{triu}(uv^T)$$

for $d, u, v$ $n$-vectors, and triu denotes the strictly upper triangular portion. Both banded matrices and diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable matrices are easily seen to satisfy the low–rank conditions, and are hence quasiseparable. It should be noted, however, that these two subclasses do not overlap nontrivially. Indeed, in general, diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable matrices have the form

$$\begin{bmatrix}
d_1 & u_1v_2 & u_1v_3 & \cdots & u_1v_n \\
0 & d_2 & u_2v_3 & \cdots & u_2v_n \\
0 & 0 & d_3 & \ddots & \vdots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & u_{n-1}v_n \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & d_n
\end{bmatrix}$$

from which we can see any zero entries anywhere in the strictly upper triangular portion force zero entries in either the entire row or column, up to the main diagonal. Thus diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable matrices cannot have positive upper bandwidth. Details may be found in [3].

The following generator representation is well–known [7] to be equivalent to the definition in terms of ranks above.
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**Theorem 2.3.2.** Let $A$ be an $(n + 1) \times (n + 1)$ matrix. Then $A$ is $(0, n_U)$-quasiseparable if and only if there exists a set of generators $\{d_i, g_i, b_k, h_j\}$ for $i = 0, \ldots, n - 1$, $j = 1, \ldots, n$, $k = 2, \ldots, n - 1$, and $l = 0, \ldots, n$ such that

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
  d_0 & & & \\
  & \ddots & & \\
  & & g_i b_{i+1} \cdots b_{j-1} h_j & \\
  & & & \ddots \\
  & & & d_n
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

The generators of $A$ are matrices of the sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$d_k$</th>
<th>$g_k$</th>
<th>$b_k$</th>
<th>$h_k$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>size</td>
<td>$1 \times 1$</td>
<td>$1 \times r_k$</td>
<td>$r_{k-1} \times r_k$</td>
<td>$r_{k-1} \times 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range</td>
<td>$k \in [0, n]$</td>
<td>$k \in [0, n-1]$</td>
<td>$k \in [1, n-1]$</td>
<td>$k \in [1, n]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $\max_k r_k = n_U$.

We conclude this section with a result from [5] that allows, given an upper triangular and quasiseparable matrix in terms of its generators, a fast algorithm to compute a scaled eigenvector matrix. As we’ll see, together with the later results in the paper, this will enable a fast algorithm for the connection problem described above.

**Theorem 2.3.3.** Let $G$ be an $(n + 1) \times (n + 1)$ upper triangular quasiseparable matrix with generators $\{g_i\}_{i=0}^{n-1}, \{h_j\}_{j=1}^{n}, \{b_m\}_{m=1}^{n-1}$, and $\{d_l\}_{l=0}^{n}$. Let

$$
\tilde{g}_i^{(k)} = \frac{g_i}{d_k - d_l} \quad \text{and} \quad \tilde{b}_m^{(k)} = b_m + \frac{h_m g_m}{d_k - d_m}.
$$
for $i = 0, ..., n - 1$, $m = 1, ..., n - 1$ and $k = 1, ..., n + 1$. Let $x_0 = e_1$ and

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{g}_0^{(k)} \tilde{b}_1^{(k)} & \cdots & \tilde{g}_{k-1}^{(k)} h_k \\
\tilde{g}_1^{(k)} \tilde{b}_2^{(k)} & \cdots & \tilde{g}_{k-1}^{(k)} h_k \\
& \ddots & \\
& & \tilde{g}_{k-2}^{(k)} \tilde{b}_{k-1}^{(k)} h_k \\
& & \tilde{g}_{k-1}^{(k)} h_k \\
& & 1 \\
& & 0 \\
& & \vdots \\
& & 0
\end{bmatrix}
$$

for $k = 1, ..., n$. Note that $x_k$ is column $k$ of the upper triangular quasiseparable matrix defined by the parameters $\{\tilde{d}_i, \tilde{g}_i^{(k)}, \tilde{b}_m^{(k)}, h_j\}$, where each $\tilde{d}_i = 1$. Then

$$X = \begin{bmatrix} x_0 & \cdots & x_n \end{bmatrix}$$

is an eigenvector matrix of $G$.

The following $O(n^2)$ algorithm can then be used to compute the desired scaled eigenvector matrix:

Set $H = h_k$, $x_k(k, 1) = 1$, $x_k(j, 1) = 0$ for $j = k + 1, ..., n$

For $j = k - 1 : -1 : 0$

Compute $x_k(j, 1) = \tilde{g}_j^{(k)} H$

Update $H = \tilde{b}_j^{(k)} H$

End.

2.4 The Spectral Connection Matrix

In contrast to the obvious algorithm of computing the change of basis matrix directly, this section shows how the spectral connection matrix, for which we will have an explicit description in terms of the quasiseparable generators, is related to this change of basis matrix in a manner that allows it to be computed using the results of the previous section.
Definition 2.4.1. Let $n \in \mathbb{N}$, and suppose that $P = \{P_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{n}$ and $Q = \{Q_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{n}$ are two finite families of real orthogonal polynomials with respect to inner products $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle_P$ and $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle_Q$ respectively. Let $D^P$ be the differential operator associated with $P$ (that is, each $P_k$ is an eigenfunction of $D^P$). Let $g_{ij} = \frac{\langle Q_i, D^P(Q_j) \rangle_Q}{\langle Q_i, Q_j \rangle_Q}$. 

Then the matrix $G = (g_{ij})_{i,j=0}^{n}$ is called the spectral connection matrix from $P$ to $Q$.

The next theorem reveals the relationship between the spectral connection matrix and the connection matrix itself. The proof comes from [13].

Theorem 2.4.2. Let $P = \{P_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{n}$ and $Q = \{Q_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{n}$ be two finite families of classical orthogonal polynomials. Let $\Phi$ be the connection matrix from $P$ to $Q$, and let $G$ be the spectral connection matrix from $P$ to $Q$. Then $\Phi$ is the eigenvector matrix of $G$ with each diagonal entry scaled to 1.

The next theorem gives an explicit expression of the entries of the spectral connection matrix for a connection problem given in terms of the parameters of the orthogonal polynomials involved. This generalizes a corresponding theorem from [5] which was proved only under the restriction that the source family $P$ was among the Hermite, Laguerre, or Gegenbauer families. The following theorem is valid for any change of basis between orthogonal polynomials where the hypotheses are satisfied.

Theorem 2.4.3. Let $P = \{P_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{n}$ and $Q = \{Q_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{n}$ be two families of (monic) real orthogonal polynomials where $Q$ is a classical family, and let $G = (g_{ij})_{i,j=0}^{n}$ be the spectral connection matrix from $P$ to $Q$. Suppose that each $Q_k(x)$ is an eigenfunction of the differential operator $D^Q$, as provided in Definitions A.2.1,
A.2.2, and A.2.3, corresponding to eigenvalue $\lambda_k$. Similarly let each $P_k(x)$ be an eigenfunction of the differential operator

$$\mathcal{D}^P = (\ddot{a}x^2 + \ddot{b}x + \ddot{c}) \frac{d^2}{dx^2} + (\dot{a}x + \dot{c}) \frac{d}{dx}.$$  

Suppose that there exist constants $a, b, c, d, e, \{\{n^j_k\}_{k=0}^{n-1}\}_{j=0}^n, \{\{m^j_k\}_{k=0}^{n-2}\}_{j=0}^n, \{\gamma^j_k\}_{k=0}^n, \{\delta^j_k\}_{k=0}^n,$ and $\{\epsilon^j_k\}_{k=0}^n$ satisfying

$$(\mathcal{D}^P - \mathcal{D}Q)(y) = (ax^2 + bx + c) \frac{d^2y}{dx^2} + (dx + e) \frac{dy}{dx}$$

$$\frac{d}{dx}(Q_j(x)) = \sum_{k=0}^{j-1} n^j_k Q_k(x)$$

$$\frac{d^2}{dx^2}(Q_j(x)) = \sum_{k=0}^{j-2} m^j_k Q_k(x)$$

$$xQ_k(x) = \gamma_k Q_{k+1}(x) + \delta_k Q_k(x) + \epsilon_k Q_{k-1}(x).$$

Note that for any $k < 0$, we adopt the convention that $n^j_k = m^j_k = \gamma_k = 0$ for any $j$. Then the entries of $G$ are given by

$$g_{i,j} = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\lambda_i, & i = j, \\
0, & \text{otherwise} \\
\end{array} \right. + \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
a_\gamma i - 2 \gamma i - 1 m^j_{i-2} + d_\gamma i - 1 n^j_{i-1}, & i \leq j, \\
0, & \text{otherwise} \\
\end{array} \right. + \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
e n^j_i + d n^j_i \delta_i + b_\gamma i - 1 m^j_{i-1} + a_\gamma i - 1 m^j_{i-1} (\delta_{i-1} + \delta_i), & i < j, \\
0, & \text{otherwise} \\
\end{array} \right. + \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
c m^j_i + b m^j_i \delta_i + a m^j_i (\gamma_i \epsilon_{i+1} + \delta_i) + d n^j_{i+1} \epsilon_{i+1}, & i < j - 1, \\
0, & \text{otherwise} \\
\end{array} \right. + \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
b m^j_{i+1} \epsilon_{i+1} + a m^j_{i+1} (\delta_{i+1} \epsilon_{i+1} + \epsilon_{i+1} \delta_i), & i < j - 2, \\
0, & \text{otherwise} \\
\end{array} \right. + \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
am^j_{i+2} \epsilon_{i+2} \epsilon_{i+1}, & i < j - 3, \\
0, & \text{otherwise} \\
\end{array} \right..$$

Proof. First, note that through direct substitution, $xQ_k(x) = \gamma_k Q_{k+1}(x) + \delta_k Q_k(x) + \epsilon_k Q_{k-1}(x)$ gives that $x^2Q_k(x) = \gamma_k \gamma_{k+1} Q_{k+2} + (\gamma_k \delta_k + \gamma_k \delta_{k+1}) Q_{k+1} + (\gamma_k \epsilon_{k+1} + \delta^2_k + \gamma_k \epsilon_k) Q_k + (\delta_k \epsilon_k + \epsilon_k \delta_k) Q_{k-1} + \epsilon_k \epsilon_k Q_{k-2}$. By definition,
\[ g_{ij} = \frac{\langle Q_i, D^P(Q_j) \rangle_Q}{\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q}, \text{ and applying identities we have} \]

\[
g_{ij} = \frac{1}{\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q} \left( \langle Q_i, \lambda_j Q_j \rangle_Q + \langle Q_i, (D^P - D^Q)(Q_{ij}) \rangle_Q \right) \]

\[
= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\lambda_i, & i = j, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{array} \right. + \frac{1}{\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q} \left( \langle Q_i, (D^P - D^Q)(Q_{ij}) \rangle_Q \right)
\]

\[
= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\lambda_i, & i = j, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{array} \right. + \frac{1}{\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q} \left( \langle Q_i, (ax^2 + bx + c)Q''_{ij} \rangle_Q + \langle Q_i, (dx + e)Q'_j \rangle_Q \right)
\]

\[
= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\lambda_i, & i = j, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{array} \right. + \frac{1}{\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q} \left( \langle Q_i, a \sum_{k=0}^{j-2} m_k^j x^2 Q_k \rangle_Q + \langle Q_i, b \sum_{k=0}^{j-2} m_k^j x Q_k \rangle_Q \\
+ \langle Q_i, c \sum_{k=0}^{j-2} m_k^j Q_k \rangle_Q + \langle Q_i, d \sum_{k=0}^{j-1} n_k^j x Q_k \rangle_Q + \langle Q_i, e \sum_{k=0}^{j-1} n_k^j Q_k \rangle_Q \right). \]

Simplifying, we have
= \begin{cases} 
\lambda_i, & i = j, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} + \begin{cases} 
cm_i, & i < j - 1, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} + \begin{cases} 
en_i, & i < j, \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\bigg)
\end{align*}

Then, taking advantage of the linearity of the inner product and orthogonality, we arrive at the desired result.

### 2.5 Structure of Spectral Connection Matrices

In [13], it is proven that the spectral connection matrices within the Gegenbauer family and within the Laguerre family (that is, when the two families between which we convert are the same, with different values of parameters) have diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable structure. In [5], it is proven that between dif-
ferent families (both source and target families chosen among Hermite, Laguerre, and Gegenbauer), the spectral connection matrix has quasiseparable structure (but not always diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable structure).

In this section, we further extend this work to include source and target families of Jacobi polynomials. That is, we show that for the connection problem from any real orthogonal polynomial family satisfying an appropriate differential operator into any family in the Hermite, Laguerre, or Jacobi families, the spectral connection matrix has quasiseparable structure. Furthermore, the generators of the spectral connection matrix are given explicitly, allowing the results of Section 2.3 to be used in the fast eigenvector algorithm provided.

**Theorem 2.5.1.** Let \( P = \{P_k(x)\}_{k=0}^\infty \) be a family of real-valued polynomials orthogonal on some \([a,b]\) with respect to a weight function \( w(x) \) such that each \( P_k(x) \) is an eigenfunction of
\[
D = (\tilde{a}x^2 + \tilde{b}x + \tilde{c}) \frac{d^2}{dx^2} + (\tilde{d}x + \tilde{e}) \frac{d}{dx}.
\]
Then the spectral connection matrix from \( P \) to the monic Hermite family \( H = \{H_k(x)\}_{k=0}^n \) is \((0, 4)\)-quasiseparable, with generators
\[
d_k = 2k + \tilde{a}k(k - 1) + (\tilde{d} - 2)k
\]
\[
g_i = \begin{bmatrix} (1/4)\tilde{a} & (1/2)\tilde{b} & \tilde{c} + (1/2)\tilde{a}(2i + 1) + (1/2)\tilde{d} & \tilde{c} + \tilde{b}i \end{bmatrix}
\]
\[
h_j = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 & j \end{bmatrix}^T
\]
\[
b_k = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & k & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & k & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & k \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}.
\]

**Theorem 2.5.2.** Let \( P = \{P_k(x)\}_{k=0}^\infty \) be a family of real-valued polynomials orthogonal on some \([a,b]\) with respect to a weight function \( w(x) \) such that each \( P_k(x) \) is an eigenfunction of
\[
D = (\tilde{a}x^2 + \tilde{b}x + \tilde{c}) \frac{d^2}{dx^2} + (\tilde{d}x + \tilde{e}) \frac{d}{dx}.
\]
Then the spectral connection matrix from $P$ to the Laguerre family $H = \{L_k^n(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ is $(0,4)-$quasiseparable, with generators

$$d_k = k(\bar{a}k - \bar{a} + \bar{d})$$

$$g_i = \left[ (-1)^i \bar{c}/i! \ (-1)^i (-i\bar{c} + \bar{b} - \bar{c} - \bar{e} + \bar{b}\gamma)/i! \ 1/2 \ 1/2 \right]$$

$$h_j = \left[ (-1)^j j! j \ (-1)^j j! \ a(j) \ a(j) \right]^T$$

$$b_k = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & B(k) & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0
\end{bmatrix} \text{ or } \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & B(k) & 0
\end{bmatrix}$$

for $k$ even or $k$ odd, respectively, where

$$a(j) = j(\bar{b}j + \bar{d}j + 2\bar{a}j^2 - 2\bar{a}j + \bar{d}\gamma + 2\bar{a}j\gamma - 2\bar{a}\gamma + \bar{b}\gamma) \text{ and}$$

$$B(k) = (2k\bar{a}/a)(k+1)(k+\gamma)(k+\gamma+1).$$

**Theorem 2.5.3.** Let $P = \{P_k(x)\}_{k=0}^\infty$ be a family of real-valued polynomials orthogonal on some $[a,b]$ with respect to a weight function $w(x)$ such that each $P_k(x)$ is an eigenfunction of

$$D = (\bar{a}x^2 + \bar{b}x + \bar{c}) \frac{d^2}{dx^2} + (\bar{d}x + \bar{e}) \frac{d}{dx}.$$  

The spectral connection matrix from $P$ to the Jacobi family $J = \{J_{k}^{(\alpha,\beta)}(x)\}_{k=0}^n$ is $(0,8)-$quasiseparable, with generators

$$d_k = k(k+\alpha+\beta+1) + (\bar{a} - 1)f(k,k-1)f(k-1,k-2) + (\bar{d} - \alpha - \beta - 2)f(k,k-1)$$

$$g_i = \left[ \begin{array}{ccccc}
\eta_1(i) & H(i) & \eta_2(i) & 0 & \eta_1(i) & J(i) & \eta_2(i) & 0 \\
\end{array} \right]$$

$$h_j = \left[ \begin{array}{cccc}
0 & A_j & 0 & A_j \\
C_j & 0 & C_j & 0 \\
\end{array} \right]^T$$
where $A_k$, $B_k$, and $D_k$ are defined in the Jacobi derivative identity, $\delta_i$ and $\epsilon_i$ are as defined by the Jacobi recurrence relation, and

$$f(l, m) = A_l B_m + C_l D_m$$

$$b_k = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & A_k B_k & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 & B_k C_k & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}. $$

The preceding three theorems can be proven by direct verification. From equations (8), (10), and (12), it is clear that the Hermite, Laguerre, and Jacobi families
all satisfy the differential operator condition in the hypotheses of the preceding three theorems, so overall we come to the following statement.

**Theorem 2.5.4.** Let $G$ be the spectral connection matrix corresponding to a change of basis among the Hermite, Laguerre, or Jacobi types. Then $G$ is quasiseparable, with generators as provided above.

### 2.6 The Bessel Polynomials

In this section we will briefly explore the connection of the preceding work to the Bessel polynomials, which are often considered a classical type. They have many properties similar to those of the Hermite, Laguerre, and Jacobi types, but they are orthogonal on the unit circle and not on any real interval.

**Definition 2.6.1.** The (monic) Bessel polynomials $\{B_k(z)\}_{k=0}^{\infty}$ form a sequence of polynomials orthogonal with respect to $w(z) = e^{-2/z}$ on the unit circle. They are given by the following recurrence relation:

\[
B_{-1}(z) := 0, \quad B_0(z) := 1, \quad \text{and} \quad B_{k+1}(z) := zB_k(z) + \frac{1}{(2k+1)(2k-1)}B_{k-1}(z) \quad \text{for } k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \tag{13}
\]

Each $B_k$ is an eigenfunction of the differential operator

\[
D = z^2 \frac{d^2}{dz^2} + (2z + 2) \frac{d}{dz} \tag{14}
\]

corresponding to eigenvalue $k(k+1)$.

The generalized Bessel polynomials are a larger parameterized type that contains Bessel as a special case. Each generalized Bessel polynomial corresponding to parameters $(a, b)$ ($b \neq 0$, $a$ not a negative integer) is an eigenfunction of the differential operator

\[
D^{a, b} = z^2 \frac{d^2}{dz^2} + (az + b) \frac{d}{dz} \tag{15}
\]
corresponding to eigenvalue \( k(k+a-1) \). The traditional Bessel polynomials correspond to the special case where \( a = b = 2 \).

It is clear that the generalized Bessel polynomials, and in particular the traditional Bessel polynomials, satisfy a differential operator whose form satisfies the conditions on the source family in Theorems 2.5.1, 2.5.2, and 2.5.3. We therefore have also shown that the spectral connection matrix corresponding to a change of basis from the Bessel polynomials to any of the other classical types has quasiseparable structure, with generators provided in the previous section. This allows us to enjoy the advantages of the efficient spectral connection matrix approach when changing coordinates from a family of polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle to a family of polynomials orthogonal on the real line.

In addition, the following theorem from [6] (and further developed in [16]) reveals the total scope of the source families in Theorems 2.5.1, 2.5.2, and 2.5.3.

**Theorem 2.6.2.** Any orthogonal sequence \( \{P_k\}_{k=0}^{\infty} \) such that for each \( k \)

\[
(\tilde{a}x^2 + \tilde{b}x + \tilde{c}) \frac{d^2}{dx^2} P_k + (\tilde{d}x + \tilde{e}) \frac{d}{dx} P_k = \lambda_k P_k
\]

with \( \tilde{a}, \tilde{b}, \tilde{c}, \tilde{d}, \tilde{e} \in \mathbb{C} \) is of the Hermite, Laguerre, Jacobi, or Bessel type. This is known as Bochner’s property.

So we may conclude that the Bessel, Hermite, Laguerre, and Jacobi families are the only orthogonal polynomial types that satisfy the differential operator required for Theorems 2.5.1, 2.5.2, and 2.5.3.

### 2.7 Conclusions

This paper contains an improvement in the recent work in using the rank structured spectral connection matrix to solve the connection problem. Previous work required that the source and target orthogonal polynomial families each be
one of the single–parameter classical real orthogonal polynomial families. It also excluded the very important case of Jacobi polynomials (save for the Gegenbauer subclass), both as a source and a target family. The work presented here has greatly relaxed these restrictions. The target family is allowed to be any classical one, which alone broadens the result dramatically to include changes of basis into any of the Jacobi families, including Chebyshev and Legendre. The restrictions on the source family have been lessened to include all of the classical types, including Jacobi, as well as the Bessel polynomials. Although the Bessel polynomials have much in common with the classical types and are sometimes considered classical themselves, they differ in that they are orthogonal on the unit circle. Thus the progress here has extended the research to directly address a change of basis from a set of polynomials orthogonal on the unit circle to a set orthogonal on a real interval. We have shown that all of the spectral connection matrices in this much larger set of connections have quasiseparable structure. Additionally we have provided the specific generators for each of the three types, allowing for a fast algorithm for the connection problem in this more general case.
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APPENDIX

Introduction

In this appendix we provide an introduction to the topics of each manuscript. We begin with a survey of orthogonal polynomials, including the details of the classical families, some recent research, and the connection problem. Following that, we provide a brief review of the necessary linear algebra topics, followed by an introduction to quasiseparable matrices.

A.1 Orthogonal Polynomials

We begin our discussion of orthogonal polynomials with the concept of an inner product of functions. To define an inner product as it is used here, one must first identify an interval and a weight function. The interval $[a, b]$ must be part of the real line and may be infinite. The weight function $w(x)$ must be measurable, non-negative, and not the zero function on $[a, b]$.

**Definition A.1.1.** Given a real interval $[a, b]$ and appropriate weight function $w(x)$, the inner product of two real-valued functions $f$ and $g$ is

$$\langle f, g \rangle = \int_{a}^{b} f(x)g(x)w(x)dx.$$  

Because it is a definite integral by definition, each inner product is equal to a constant. It should be noted here that the weight function $w(x)$ is chosen strategically to emphasize certain portions of the interval. When an inner product is being used, for example, to measure a sense of error, it is often desirable to magnify the error in areas of greater concern. For example, on the interval $[-1, 1]$ the weight function $w(x) = 1$ weights all points evenly, whereas $w(x) = x^2$ places extra weight with symmetry on the edges of the interval.
An inner product defined this way in a sense measures an angle between functions. It is natural then to explore the case analogous to a right angle, which is the event in which two functions are orthogonal.

**Definition A.1.2.** Given an inner product $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle$, two functions $f$ and $g$ are called orthogonal if $\langle f, g \rangle = 0$. A set of functions $\{f_0, \ldots, f_n\}$ is called orthogonal if each pair $f_j, f_k$ ($j \neq k$) is orthogonal.

Sets of orthogonal functions, and orthogonal polynomials specifically, are very useful in mathematics. A polynomial of degree $n$ is any function that can be written $p(x) = a_n x^n + \cdots + a_1 x + a_0$, where each $a_k \in \mathbb{R}$. A polynomial is additionally monic if its leading coefficient $a_n = 1$. In general a set of orthogonal polynomials $\{p_0, \ldots, p_n\}$ is such that deg $p_k = k$. One of the most useful properties of a set of orthogonal polynomials is that it serves as a basis for $\mathbb{P}_n$, the space of all polynomials of degree at most $n$. To discuss the qualities of a basis we must first have the following definitions.

**Definition A.1.3.** A set of functions $\{f_0, \ldots, f_n\}$ is linearly independent if

$$a_0 f_0(x) + \cdots + a_n f_n(x) = 0 \text{ for all } x \Rightarrow a_0 = \cdots = a_n = 0.$$ 

A set of orthogonal polynomials $\{p_k\}_{k=0}^n$ is linearly independent, since for each $k$ we have

$$0 = \langle f_k, 0 \rangle = \langle p_k, a_0 p_0 + \cdots + a_n p_n \rangle$$

$$= a_0 \langle f_0, f_k \rangle + \cdots + a_n \langle f_n, f_k \rangle = a_k \langle f_k, f_k \rangle \Rightarrow a_k = 0.$$ 

It is known that since dim $\mathbb{P}_n = n + 1$, a set of $n + 1$ linearly independent functions in the space constitutes a basis for $\mathbb{P}_n$. It also also worth noting that any set of $n + 1$ polynomials such that the degree of the $k^{th}$ polynomial is $k$ is a basis for $\mathbb{P}_n$. 
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**Definition A.1.4.** A set of $n+1$ polynomials $\{p_0, \ldots, p_n\}$ is a basis for $\mathbb{P}_n$ if every $p \in \mathbb{P}_n$ can be written as a unique linear combination of $p_0, \ldots, p_n$. That is, for each $p \in \mathbb{P}_n$ there exist unique constants $c_0, \ldots, c_n \in \mathbb{R}$ such that $p(x) = c_0p_0(x) + \cdots + c_n p_n(x)$.

Thus each polynomial of degree at most $n$ can be represented by its expansion coefficients $\{a_0, \ldots, a_n\}$ relative to the basis set. The most obvious basis for $\mathbb{P}_n$ is the set $\{1, x, \ldots, x^n\}$, called the standard basis. Each polynomial of degree at most $n$ can be represented by the constants in its unique representation as a linear combination of the standard basis functions. (This set, however, is not also orthogonal.) As mentioned above, each set of orthogonal polynomials $\{p_0, \ldots, p_n\}$ is a basis for $\mathbb{P}_n$.

It is well-known that any particular inner product leads to a unique set of monic polynomials orthogonal with respect to it.

**Theorem A.1.5.** Given an interval and an appropriate weight function, the unique set of monic polynomials orthogonal with respect to the corresponding inner product is given by

$$p_{-1}(x) := 0, \quad p_0(x) = 1, \quad \text{and for } k \geq 1 :$$

$$p_k(x) = \left( x - \frac{\int_a^b x p_{k-1}^2(x) w(x) dx}{\int_a^b p_{k-1}^2(x) w(x) dx} \right) p_{k-1}(x) - \left( \frac{\int_a^b x p_{k-1}(x) p_{k-2}(x) w(x) dx}{\int_a^b p_{k-2}^2(x) w(x) dx} \right) p_{k-2}(x).$$

This type of formula is called a three-term recurrence relation and allows one to generate an infinite set of orthogonal polynomials.

### A.2 The Classical Orthogonal Polynomials

Some of the most commonly used and studied sets of orthogonal polynomials are the classical types. They include the Hermite, Laguerre, and Jacobi families. Sometimes the family of Bessel polynomials is considered classical as well, but they
are not in this case for reasons discussed at the end of this section. A set of the Laguerre type is defined by one parameter $\gamma$, and a set of the Jacobi type is defined by two parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$.

The classical polynomials themselves are the topic of research, both current (for example [21]) and past (for example [5]). They are also useful in Gaussian quadrature [14], random matrix theory [12], fluid dynamics [27], and computations in quantum mechanics [30], among countless other applications (for details see [24]). The details of each type are listed below.

**Definition A.2.1.** The (monic) Hermite polynomials $\{H_k(x)\}_{k=0}^{\infty}$ form a sequence of polynomials orthogonal with respect to $w(x) = e^{-x^2}$ on the interval $(-\infty, \infty)$. They are given by the following recurrence relation:

$$H_{-1}(x) := 0, \quad H_0(x) := 1, \quad \text{and}$$

$$H_{k+1}(x) := xH_k(x) - \frac{k}{2}H_{k-1}(x) \quad \text{for} \quad k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots$$

Each $H_k$ is an eigenfunction of the differential operator

$$D^H = -\frac{d^2}{dx^2} + 2x \frac{d}{dx}$$

corresponding to eigenvalue $2k$. That is, for each $H_k(x)$,

$$D^H(H_k(x)) = -H''(x) + 2xH'_k(x) = 2kH_k(x).$$

**Definition A.2.2.** The (monic) Laguerre polynomials corresponding to fixed parameter $\gamma > -1$, denoted $\{L_k^{(\gamma)}(x)\}_{k=0}^{\infty}$, form a sequence of polynomials orthogonal with respect to $w(x) = x^\gamma e^{-x}$ on the interval $[0, \infty)$. They are given by the following recurrence relation:

$$L_{-1}^{(\gamma)}(x) := 0, \quad L_0^{(\gamma)}(x) := 1, \quad \text{and}$$

$$L_{k+1}^{(\gamma)}(x) := xL_k^{(\gamma)}(x) - \frac{k+\gamma}{2}L_{k-1}^{(\gamma)}(x) \quad \text{for} \quad k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots$$
\[ L^{(\gamma)}_{k+1}(x) := x L^{(\gamma)}_k(x) - (2k + \gamma + 1)L^{(\gamma)}_k(x) - k(\gamma + 1) L^{(\gamma)}_{k-1}(x) \quad \text{for} \quad k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \]

Each \( L^{(\gamma)}_k \) is an eigenfunction of the differential operator
\[
D^{\gamma} = -x \frac{d^2}{dx^2} - (1 + \gamma - x) \frac{d}{dx}
\]
corresponding to eigenvalue \( k \).

**Definition A.2.3.** The (monic) Jacobi polynomials corresponding to fixed parameters \( \alpha, \beta > -1 \), denoted \( \{ J^{(\alpha,\beta)}_k(x) \}_{k=0}^{\infty} \), form a sequence of polynomials orthogonal with respect to \( w(x) = (1-x)^{\alpha}(1+x)^{\beta} \) on the interval \([-1, 1]\). They are given by the following recurrence relation:

\[
J^{(\alpha,\beta)}_{-1}(x) := 0 \quad J^{(\alpha,\beta)}_0(x) := 1
\]

\[
J^{(\alpha,\beta)}_{k+1}(x) := \left( x + \frac{\alpha^2 - \beta^2}{(\alpha + \beta + 2k)(\alpha + \beta + 2k + 2)} \right) J^{(\alpha,\beta)}_k(x)
\]

\[
- \frac{4k(k + \alpha)(k + \beta)(k + \alpha + \beta)}{(\alpha + \beta + 2k)^2(\alpha + \beta + 2k + 1)(\alpha + \beta + 2k - 1)} J^{(\alpha,\beta)}_{k-1}(x) \quad \text{for} \quad k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots
\]

Each \( J^{(\alpha,\beta)}_k \) is an eigenfunction of the differential operator
\[
D^{\alpha,\beta} = (x^2 - 1) \frac{d^2}{dx^2} + ((\alpha + \beta + 2)x + \alpha - \beta) \frac{d}{dx}
\]
corresponding to eigenvalue \( k(k + \alpha + \beta + 1) \). The Gegenbauer family is the subset of the Jacobi type such that \( \alpha = \beta \). Note that letting \( \alpha = \beta = 0 \) generates the family of monic Legendre polynomials, and \( \alpha = \beta = -1/2 \) generates the monic Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind, after some accommodations for the normalization.

For completeness, we will also include the Bessel polynomials here. They share many common properties with the classical types, but they are orthogonal on the unit circle and not on any real interval.
Definition A.2.4. The (monic) Bessel polynomials \( \{B_k(z)\}_{k=0}^{\infty} \) form a sequence of polynomials orthogonal with respect to \( w(z) = e^{-2/z} \) on the unit circle. They are given by the following recurrence relation:

\[
B_{-1}(z) := 0, \quad B_0(z) := 1, \quad \text{and} \quad B_{k+1}(z) := zB_k(z) + \frac{1}{(2k+1)(2k-1)}B_{k-1}(z) \quad \text{for } k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots
\]

Each \( B_k \) is an eigenfunction of the differential operator

\[
\mathcal{D} = z^2 \frac{d^2}{dz^2} + (2z + 2) \frac{d}{dz}
\]

corresponding to eigenvalue \( k(k+1) \).

The generalized Bessel polynomials are a larger parameterized type that contains Bessel as a special case. Each generalized Bessel polynomial corresponding to parameters \((a, b) \ (b \neq 0, a \text{ not a negative integer})\) is an eigenfunction of the differential operator

\[
\mathcal{D}^{a,b} = z^2 \frac{d^2}{dz^2} + (az + b) \frac{d}{dz}
\]

corresponding to eigenvalue \( k(k+a-1) \). The traditional Bessel polynomials correspond to the special case where \( a = b = 2 \).

Each of the definitions above references a differential operator, which directly corresponds to the differential equation to which each orthogonal family is a solution set. Below we highlight the details of the simple Hermite case for exposition.

An integral property of the Hermite polynomials is that each \( H_k(x) \) is the solution to the differential equation

\[
-\frac{d^2}{dx^2}y(x) + 2x \frac{d}{dx}y(x) - 2ky(x) = 0.
\]

Therefore for each \( k \) we have

\[
-\frac{d^2}{dx^2}H_k(x) + 2x \frac{d}{dx}H_k(x) - 2kH_k(x) = 0
\]
and \(- \frac{d^2}{dx^2} H_k(x) + 2x \frac{d}{dx} H_k(x) = 2k H_k(x)\).

Let the differential operator \(D^H\) be defined as

\[
D^H = - \frac{d^2}{dx^2} H_k(x) + 2x \frac{d}{dx} H_k(x).
\]

Functions of \(x\) are inputs to this operator, so if we input some \(y(x)\) we have

\[
D^H(y(x)) = - \frac{d^2}{dx^2} y(x) + 2x \frac{d}{dx} y(x).
\]

Because when \(H_k(x)\) is substituted the output is a constant multiple of it, we say that \(H_k(x)\) is an eigenfunction of the differential operator. Similar logic holds for the Laguerre, Jacobi, and Bessel differential operators. For other useful properties of the classical types, see Manuscript 1 or Manuscript 2.

It is worth noting here that the structure of the differential operators (and differential equations) has been the topic of research. Manuscript 2 requires that a particular orthogonal family be eigenfunctions of a differential operator of the form

\[
\mathcal{D} = (\tilde{a}x^2 + \tilde{b}x + \tilde{c}) \frac{d^2}{dx^2} + (\tilde{d}x + \tilde{e}) \frac{d}{dx}.
\]

Obviously this condition includes the Hermite, Laguerre, Jacobi, and Bessel types defined above. In [5] Bochner proved that in fact these are the only orthogonal families that satisfy the condition.

**Theorem A.2.5.** Any orthogonal sequence \(\{P_k\}_{k=0}^{\infty}\) such that for each \(k\)

\[
(\tilde{a}x^2 + \tilde{b}x + \tilde{c}) \frac{d^2}{dx^2} P_k + (\tilde{d}x + \tilde{e}) \frac{d}{dx} P_k = \lambda_k P_k
\]

with \(\tilde{a}, \tilde{b}, \tilde{c}, \tilde{d}, \tilde{e} \in \mathbb{C}\) is of the Hermite, Laguerre, Jacobi, or Bessel type. This is known as Bochner’s property.

The complete implications of this theorem will be discussed in the following section.
A.3 The Connection Problem

Since they are each a set of orthogonal polynomials such that the degree of the $k^{th}$ polynomial is $k$, each set of the first $n + 1$ polynomials of any classical type (Hermite, Laguerre, and Jacobi) or generalized Bessel type is a basis for $\mathbb{P}_n$.

Both manuscripts featured here address what is known as the connection problem for orthogonal polynomials.

**Definition A.3.1.** Let $\{a_k\}_{k=0}^n$ be constants, and let $\{P_k\}_{k=0}^n$ and $\{Q_k\}_{k=0}^n$ be two families of orthogonal polynomial bases such that for some $p \in \mathbb{P}_n$, $p = \sum_{k=0}^n a_k P_k$.

The connection problem refers to the task of computing constants $\{b_k\}_{k=0}^n$ such that

$$p = \sum_{k=0}^n a_k P_k = \sum_{k=0}^n b_k Q_k.$$  

In this context $\{P_k\}$ will be called the source family and $\{Q_k\}$ the target family.

That is, given the coefficients of a polynomial in terms of one basis of orthogonal polynomials, we are computing its expansion coefficients with respect to another basis. The connection problem is addressed in Manuscript 1 and Manuscript 2. Specifically, Manuscript 1 addresses the connection problem in the cases where the source family $\{P_k\}$ and the target family $\{Q_k\}$ are both of the Hermite, Laguerre, or Gegenbauer types. As mentioned above, the Gegenbauer polynomials are the special cases of Jacobi where the two parameters are equal. Manuscript 2 greatly generalizes this result. It addresses the connection problem in a similar way, but for the cases in which the target family is any classical type, including Jacobi, and the source family is either classical or Bessel.

The desired change of basis can be computed by multiplying a vector of the original expansion coefficients by an appropriate matrix. For this reason most study in the connection problem, including both manuscripts here, seeks to compute these entries.
Definition A.3.2. Let \( \mathbf{a} = [a_0 \cdots a_n]^T \) be the vector of expansion coefficients in basis \( P = \{P_k\}_{k=0}^n \) for some polynomial \( p \). Let \( \mathbf{b} = [b_0 \cdots b_n]^T \) be the vector of expansion coefficients of \( p \) in basis \( Q = \{Q_k\}_{k=0}^n \). Then the \((n+1) \times (n+1)\) matrix \( \Phi \) such that \( \Phi \mathbf{a} = \mathbf{b} \) is called the change of basis (or connection) matrix from \( P \) to \( Q \), and is given by

\[
\Phi = \begin{bmatrix}
v_0 & \cdots & v_n
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where each column \( v_k \) is the coefficient vector of \( P_k \) in the \( Q \) basis. The individual entries of \( \Phi \) are called the connection coefficients.

Theoretically the connection coefficients are known quantities.

Theorem A.3.3. Let \( \Phi = \{\phi_{ij}\}_{i,j=0}^n \) be the \((n+1) \times (n+1)\) change of basis matrix from source family \( P = \{P_k\}_{k=0}^n \) to target family \( Q = \{Q_k\}_{k=0}^n \). Let the \( Q \) family be orthogonal with respect to \( \langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle_Q \). Then the entries of \( \Phi \) are given by

\[
\phi_{ij} = \frac{\langle Q_i, P_j \rangle_Q}{\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q}.
\]

The connection problem appears in areas such as harmonic analysis [36], mathematical physics [3], combinatorics [33], etc. There has been particular interest in the positivity of connection coefficients as well [13, 34, 35, 37]. The connection coefficients also have applications in pure mathematics, applied mathematics, and physics, as is studied in [2, 3, 13, 33, 35]. There are many ways to view the connection matrix, including the following theorem.

Theorem A.3.4. Let \( P = \{P_k\}_{k=0}^n \) and \( Q = \{Q_k\}_{k=0}^n \) be two orthogonal polynomial bases for \( \mathbb{P}_n \). Let \( A \) be the \((n+1) \times (n+1)\) matrix whose \( k \)th column is the coefficient vector of \( P_k \) in the standard basis. Let \( B \) be the \((n+1) \times (n+1)\) matrix whose \( k \)th column is the coefficient vector of \( Q_k \) in the standard basis. Note that logically both \( A \) and \( B \) are invertible. Then the connection matrix from \( P \) to \( Q \) is equivalent to \( B^{-1} A \).
In practice, computing the connection coefficients directly or by matrix inversion and multiplication is computationally expensive. Both manuscripts featured here provide a new way to compute them that is more efficient. This new way employs the spectral connection matrix, which was named for the first time in Manuscript 1. Before we discuss the shared approach of the featured manuscripts, we will explore the state of the research preceding it.

The connection problem has been addressed extensively in the literature. For example, in 2013 Maroni and da Rocha [23] applied useful identities of orthogonal polynomials to produce a recurrence relation for connection coefficients among Jacobi polynomials. In [22] this work was developed in Mathematica. Other work on the connection problem can be found in [11, 20, 31, 32]. Special cases of applying connection coefficients within the classical orthogonal polynomials have also been developed, such as in [1, 17, 19, 28].

Perhaps one of the most complete solutions to the connection problem within the classical orthogonal polynomials comes from [15]. In it the authors use their more general work from [29] to describe a way to efficiently compute connection coefficients for a change of basis within the classical types, in which they include Bessel. The authors use many identities of the classical families that are similar to those used in the manuscripts featured here, such as recurrence relations, differential operators, and derivative properties, to simplify an essential equation within the connection problem. They begin with the equation

$$P_n(x) = \sum_{k=0}^{n} c_k(n)Q_k(x),$$

which equates a single source family polynomial with its expansion in the target family. Thus for each value of $n$ this corresponds to one column of the desired connection matrix. The authors describe a general procedure of identity substitutions and strategies for simplification that one would follow starting with this
equation to create a recurrence relation for the values \( \{c_k(n)\}_{k=0}^n \) for each value of \( n \). While this approach is valid and interesting, the authors do not actually apply their prescribed procedure, which depending on the case can be extremely cumbersome and involved, for any change of basis within the classical types. They include only a few very simple examples of how their procedure can be used to generate connection coefficients for other related problems (including semi–classical types and linearization) and leave the remaining work to the reader. For this reason the prescribed method appears to be not only untested but in fact unused for a connection among classical types, which is not useful for any numerical application.

Another more recent approach to the connection problem has involved the use of rank–structured matrices [16, 25, 26], a topic which will be introduced in the final section of this appendix. In 1991 Alpert and Rokhlin [1] addressed the connection problem between Legendre and Chebyshev polynomials. Following them, a breakthrough in the approach made in the two manuscripts here was made by Keiner [18, 19]. In [18], Keiner addresses the connection problem within the Laguerre type and within the Jacobi type, as well as various other related problems. Although he refers to it only as a Gram matrix (which it is, due to its inner product construction), Keiner introduces what is now known as the spectral connection matrix, and proves that in the above two cases of parameter change it has diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable structure. This is a subclass of the larger quasiseparable class used in both featured manuscripts and discussed in the final section of this appendix. The following definition will also be discussed in more detail in that section.

**Definition A.3.5.** A matrix is diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable if it is of the form

\[
\text{diag}(d) + \text{triu}(uv^T)
\]
for $d, u, v$ $n$–vectors, and triu denotes the strictly upper triangular portion.

Using this definition, in [18] Keiner identifies the vectors $d, u, v$ in each case to prove the structure of his Gram matrix, which is now known as the spectral connection matrix. Analogous to the approach of both manuscripts here, Keiner also includes an efficient algorithm for the eigendecomposition of a given diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable matrix, thereby providing a fast algorithm for the computation of the connection matrix in the included cases. It should also be noted that Keiner also applies this method in depth to a change of parameter within the Gegenbauer type, a subset of the Jacobi type, in [19]. While the progress made was significant, Keiner addresses only the connection problem as a change of parameter within the Laguerre polynomials or within the Jacobi polynomials. In [18] Keiner acknowledges that his work does not include any change of basis between different classical types, such as Laguerre to Hermite or Jacobi to Laguerre.

Manuscript 1 generalizes Keiner’s approach to include any change of basis among the classical types defined by a single parameter, which includes the Hermite, Laguerre, and Gegenbauer families. To do this, we instead employ the use of a larger set of rank–structured matrices, the quasiseparable class, that includes Keiner’s diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable type as a subclass. Keiner’s eigendecomposition method does not apply to the entire quasiseparable class, so Manuscript 1 provides a more broadly–reaching eigendecomposition method that can be used. Manuscript 2 further generalizes the work to include any change of basis among the Hermite, Laguerre, and Jacobi types, in addition to a change of basis from the Bessel family to any of the classical types as well. The latter is an especially exciting step forward in the connection problem field, as it presents an efficient algorithm for changing from expansions in a basis orthogonal on the unit circle to a basis orthogonal on a real interval. Further exploring the possibilities
in this area is the topic of our future research.

A discussion of the approach used by Keiner in [18] and [19] and in both manuscripts featured here must begin with the spectral connection matrix, which was first named in Manuscript 1.

**Definition A.3.6.** Let \( n \in \mathbb{N} \), and suppose that \( P = \{ P_k(x) \}_{k=0}^{n} \) and \( Q = \{ Q_k(x) \}_{k=0}^{n} \) are two finite families of real orthogonal polynomials with respect to inner products \( \langle \cdot , \cdot \rangle_P \) and \( \langle \cdot , \cdot \rangle_Q \) respectively. Let \( \mathcal{D}^P \) be the differential operator associated with \( P \) (that is, each \( P_k \) is an eigenfunction of \( \mathcal{D}^P \)). Let

\[
g_{ij} = \frac{\langle Q_i, \mathcal{D}^P(Q_j) \rangle_Q}{\langle Q_i, Q_i \rangle_Q}.
\]

Then the matrix \( G = (g_{ij})_{i,j=0}^{n} \) is called the spectral connection matrix from \( P \) to \( Q \).

The following theorem from [18] explains the relationship between the spectral connection matrix and the sought-after connection matrix.

**Theorem A.3.7.** Let \( P = \{ P_k(x) \}_{k=0}^{n} \) and \( Q = \{ Q_k(x) \}_{k=0}^{n} \) be two finite families of classical orthogonal polynomials. Let \( \Phi \) be the connection matrix from \( P \) to \( Q \), and let \( G \) be the spectral connection matrix from \( P \) to \( Q \). Then \( \Phi \) is the eigenvector matrix of \( G \) with each diagonal entry scaled to 1.

Recall from Definition A.3.2 that the \( k \text{th} \) column of \( \Phi \) is the coefficient vector of a monic degree \( k \) polynomial. Therefore its \( k \text{th} \) entry must be 1, which is why the main diagonal of \( \Phi \) is all 1s. For the reader’s convenience a review of eigenvector matrices is provided in the next section.

In each manuscript, it is proven that the spectral connection matrix in some set of cases has quasiseparable structure. Then its structure and its relationship to the connection matrix mentioned above are used to compute the connection matrix.
more efficiently than by traditional methods. The following section provides a review of the basic linear algebra concepts required and is followed by an exposition of the quasiseparable class of matrices mentioned here.

A.4 Linear Algebra Review

This section provides a brief summary of the linear algebra topics and definitions necessary to read both manuscripts, for the reader’s reference.

Definition A.4.1. A nonzero vector \( \mathbf{x} \) is an eigenvector of square matrix \( A \) if there exists some constant \( \lambda \) such that \( A\mathbf{x} = \lambda \mathbf{x} \). In this case, \( \lambda \) is called an eigenvalue of \( A \).

Definition A.4.2. A matrix \( E \) is an eigenvector matrix of \( A \) if its columns are eigenvectors of \( A \). Usually \( E \) has the same square dimensions as \( A \). The most interesting and useful case is a square eigenvector matrix that is invertible, meaning that it has an inverse. To be invertible, its columns must form a linearly independent set.

Definition A.4.3. A set of vectors \( \{\mathbf{x}_1, ..., \mathbf{x}_n\} \) is linearly independent if the only solution to the vector equation \( a_1 \mathbf{x}_1 + \cdots + a_n \mathbf{x}_n = 0 \) is \( a_1 = \cdots = a_n = 0 \). This is equivalent to the case in which no vector in the set can be written as a linear combination of the other vectors.

Not all \( n \times n \) matrices have \( n \) linearly independent eigenvectors. The ones that do are called diagonalizable, but we will not require this topic specifically for the two featured manuscripts. We will only note here that a spectral connection matrix must be diagonalizable, because a connection matrix, which logically must be invertible, is an eigenvector matrix of it.

Linear independence will also be used to discuss rank.
Definition A.4.4. The rank of a matrix $A$ is the maximum number of columns (or rows) of $A$ that can constitute a linearly independent set. This is equivalent to the dimension of the matrix’s column space (or row space).

For example, the matrix
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
2 & 2 & 2 & 2 & 2 \\
3 & 3 & 3 & 3 & 3 \\
4 & 4 & 4 & 4 & 4 \\
5 & 5 & 5 & 5 & 5 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]
has rank 1 even though it is $5 \times 5$, because that is the maximum size of a linearly independent set of its columns. The matrix
\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 2 & 2 & 2 & 2 \\
0 & 0 & 3 & 3 & 3 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 4 & 4 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 5 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]
has rank 5 because all of its columns clearly form a linearly independent set. The rank of a matrix cannot exceed the number of columns or the number of rows. When the rank of a matrix is equal to the smaller of the two, we say the matrix is full rank. If its rank is strictly less than both the numbers of columns and the number of rows, the matrix is called rank deficient.

A.5 Quasiseparable Matrices

Both manuscripts featured here use properties of rank–structured matrices to make a change of basis more computationally efficient. Rank–structured matrices often offer computational advantages due to some inherent internal rank deficiency. In particular the two manuscripts here utilize the class of quasiseparable matrices. They are a large class of rank–structured matrices that has received a lot of attention in recent years. Since the work here uses only upper triangular quasiseparable matrices, we will focus our attention there. We begin with the following definition.
Definition A.5.1. A matrix is upper triangular if each entry strictly below the main diagonal is 0.

For example, the matrix

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 \\
0 & 0 & 2 & 4 & 6 \\
0 & 0 & 10 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & -5 & -1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 8
\end{bmatrix}
\]

is upper triangular. Upper triangular matrices have a very basic structure, and it is not related to rank. The following definition indicates a rank-structured quality that some upper triangular matrices may have.

Definition A.5.2. A matrix \( A \) is \((0,n_U)\)-quasiseparable (or upper \( n_U \)-quasiseparable) if it is upper triangular and \( \max(\text{rank} A_{12}) = n_U \), where the maximum is taken over all symmetric partitions of the form

\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
\ast & A_{12} \\
\ast & \ast
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

For example, the matrix

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

is \((0,1)\)-quasiseparable because it is upper triangular and each submatrix above the main diagonal after a symmetric partition (meaning the top left submatrix is square) has maximum rank 1. The computational advantage in working with rank-structured matrices such as quasiseparable matrices lies in the fact that the \( n^2 \) entries of an \( n \times n \) quasiseparable matrix can be represented by only \( \mathcal{O}(n) \) parameters. Thus many tasks involving such a matrix, such as calculating an eigenvector matrix, can require considerably fewer operations than that for an unstructured matrix of the same size.
Among the many important subclasses of upper quasiseparable matrices are the banded matrices, and diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable matrices.

**Definition A.5.3.** An \( n \times n \) matrix is banded if there exists some \( k \in \mathbb{N} \) such that \( k < 2n - 1 \) (the total number of diagonals) and only \( k \) diagonals have nonzero entries. That is, the main diagonal and a fixed limited number of sub- and super-diagonals have nonzero entries.

For example, the matrix

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

is banded, with bandwidth 2 since only the main diagonal and the first superdiagonal have nonzero entries.

**Definition A.5.4.** A matrix is diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable if it is of the form

\[
diag(d) + \text{triu}(uv^T)
\]

for \( d, u, v \) \( n \)-vectors, and \( \text{triu} \) denotes the strictly upper triangular portion.

In general, a diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable matrix has the form

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
d_1 & u_1v_2 & u_1v_3 & \cdots & u_1v_n \\
0 & d_2 & u_2v_3 & \cdots & u_2v_n \\
0 & 0 & d_3 & \ddots & \vdots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \ddots & u_{n-1}v_n \\
0 & 0 & \cdots & 0 & d_n
\end{bmatrix}
\]

from which it is clear that the submatrices above the main diagonal are rank–deficient. Both banded and diagonal–plus–upper–semiseparable matrices are classes strictly contained within the upper–quasiseparable set (see [4] for details). As quasiseparable matrices compose a large class that includes several common
and useful structures, any result generalized to the entire class becomes a widely effective one.

The generator representation included below is equivalent to the above definition of upper–quasiseparable (see [10], for example), and is used commonly in the literature to reduce the complexity of algorithms versus the standard complexity on an unstructured matrix [6, 7, 8, 9].

**Theorem A.5.5.** Let $A$ be an $(n + 1) \times (n + 1)$ matrix. Then $A$ is $(0, n_U)$-quasiseparable if and only if there exists a set of generators $\{d_i, g_i, b_k, h_j\}$ for $i = 0, \ldots, n - 1$, $j = 1, \ldots, n$, $k = 2, \ldots, n - 1$, and $l = 0, \ldots, n$ such that

$$
\begin{bmatrix}
d_0 \\
\vdots \\
g_ib_{i+1}\cdots b_{j-1}h_j \\
\vdots \\
d_n
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

The generators of $A$ are matrices of the sizes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$d_k$</th>
<th>$g_k$</th>
<th>$b_k$</th>
<th>$h_k$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>size</td>
<td>$1 \times 1$</td>
<td>$1 \times r_k$</td>
<td>$r_{k-1} \times r_k$</td>
<td>$r_{k-1} \times 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>range</td>
<td>$k \in [0, n]$</td>
<td>$k \in [0, n - 1]$</td>
<td>$k \in [1, n - 1]$</td>
<td>$k \in [1, n]$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $\max_k r_k = n_U$.

The above theorem simply states that the upper–triangular entries of an upper–quasiseparable matrix can be computed as a formulaic product of a row vector, matrices, and a column vector. The number of matrices in the product directly corresponds to the difference between the row and column of the entry. In each of the two manuscripts featured here, the quasiseparability of the spectral connection matrices is proven by providing their generators as described in this theorem. It is also these generators that are required in the algorithm to compute the desired connection matrix given the spectral connection matrix. Thus having
access to their explicit formulas allows the reader to use the proposed method to compute connection coefficients.
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